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CORRECTION:
An article in the October issue of Oregon 
Jewish Life about Oregon Jewish Museum’s 
exhibit Bat Mitzvah Comes of Age included 
two errors. 
The first bat mitzvah in Oregon was Linda 
Potter Hochman, now of Chino Valley, AZ. 
She celebrated her bat mitzvah in 1953 
at Congregation Neveh Shalom when the 
synagogue was on Southwest 13th Street, 
where Fay Schnitzer and Frances Olshen also 
celebrated their b’nai mitzvah.
Additionally, the article misspelled the name 
of Karen Sue Sholkoff, who was the first 
recorded bat mitzvah at Congregation Beth 
Israel in 1956.
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SUNDAY 

NIGHT 
FEVER

SUNDAY 

NIGHT 
FEVER

deep-fried turkey and pumpkin latkes topped with cranberry sauce 
in celebration of the joining of two holidays that are both long on 
thankfulness.

While calculations on the next convergence vary, most agree it won’t 
happen again for at least 70,000 years. So be sure to make the most of 
it this year! To help you out, we have a wonderful !anksgivukkah feast 
and celebration ideas in this issue.

Editor’s Letter
Tradition (just ask Tevye) is intimately 

intertwined with Judaism. Yet in Judaism 
tradition is always evolving and changing 
(again – ask Tevye!).

In our Seniors special section this 
month, Golde Barde recalls the Old South 
Portland neighborhood where so many 
Jewish families lived. !e richness of that 
close-knit community was scattered across 
the metro area by urban renewal, and she 
laments that today’s youth don’t have the 
same experiences in a neighborhood full of 

Jewish families.
But, as our Camp section shows, young people can "nd those 

carefree summer days immersed in Jewish life at summer camp. 
Studies show Jewish campers become more involved with Judaism 
– being more likely to light Shabbat candles, give to charity and 
attend synagogue at least once a month. Parents who have attended 
overnight camp want their children to have that same experience. 
Dor l’ dor, generation to generation.

We all know that Hanukkah recalls two great traditions. !e 
great victory of the Maccabbees over the Greek/Syrian armies that 
were far superior in numbers and weapons inspires soldiers in the 
Israel Defense Forces to this day. !e miracle of the one-day supply 
of consecrated oil that burned for eight days reminds new genera-
tions that miracles can happen.  
!is year American Jews are creating new traditions to cel-

ebrate “!anksgivukkah,” the rare convergence of Hanukkah and 
!anksgiving. Light your !anksgivukkah Menurkey and enjoy 

MORE ON HEVRA KADISHA

The Oregon Jewish Life Resource Guide (page 46) provided a listing of 
Jewish burial societies in Oregon.

The coordinator of the Chevra Kavod Hamet (chevrakavodhamet@gmail.
com) has provided the following information on two rituals that honor 
the person who has died (the met or meta). Tahara, the ritual washing 
and purification of the met/a, is followed by dressing the met/a in 
tachrichim (shrouds), and is performed by a trained group of volunteers 
who are not related to the met/a. Shmira, “watching” or “guarding,” 
can be performed by family members and friends or, upon request, by 
members of the Jewish burial society. 

Portland has two groups who provide these rituals, the Chevra Kavod 
Hamet and the Portland Hevra, both of which are staffed by trained 
volunteers who provide these services respectfully and anonymously.
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[UPFRONT]

By Deborah Moon

For the past 12 years two Portland sisters have been training 
companies to use today’s presentation technology to 
communicate better. Of course in this rapidly evolving era in 
technology, today’s technology changes constantly, but the sisters 
and their team stay ahead of the curve.

Janine Kurno# and Lee Lazarus co-manage !e Presentation 
Company, which now counts 15 Fortune 500 companies as 
clients, including long-term clients Symantec and Microsoft, 
and Facebook, which came on board in September. “We help our 
customers visually communicate key messages,” says Janine.
!e sisters grew up in California’s Silicon Valley, the 

daughters of Michael and Shirley Kurno#, who emigrated from 
England to live “the American Dream.” !eir grandfather was a 
modern Orthodox rabbi in Manchester, and the sisters grew up 
in a home rich in Jewish values. !ey also watched their entre-
preneurial parents establish a successful business in Monterrey 
and witnessed the dot-com bubble burst in 2000. Lee worked 
with two high-tech startups and Janine worked in sales training 
for Yahoo, where her expertise with PowerPoint turned into a 
series of “lunch and learns” for coworkers. “!ere was a discon-
nect with how people were presenting information,” says Janine. 

Just before 9/11 in 2001, Janine launched !e Presentation 
Company to consult for small companies that wanted to use 
technology to communicate their message. !e next year Lee 
and her husband, Dr. Howard Lazarus, moved to Portland for 
his new job as a critical care pulmonologist. Within weeks Lee 
persuaded Janine to join her in the Paci"c Northwest, and Janine 
persuaded Lee to join !e Presentation Company. !ough both 
came from high-tech companies, they brought two di#erent skill 
sets to TPC; Lee’s strengths are marketing and marketing and 
sales, while Janine focuses on product innovation and training. 

Lee focuses on customers and Janine on the product, which is 
why they are able to compliment and work well together.
!e parable on the bene"ts of teaching a man to "sh rather 

than giving him a "sh informs their business plan. “We don’t 
consult and do it for them, we empower them to do great work,” 
explains Lee.

“We realized there was a huge void in the presentation 
space,” she adds. Existing training included presentation skills 
training – what you say and how you say it – and skill-set classes 

in PowerPoint and Excel at community colleges and business 
schools. But nobody was o#ering training in how to take the 
technology and have the right commentary to share your story. 
“We jumped at it, and clearly, so did our clients.”

TPC teaches their customers how “tools can empower them, 
not distract them,” explains Lee.

While the tragedy of 9/11 hampered many businesses, the 
sisters stepped into a rapidly expanding market. As companies 
reduced travel, “people started to use virtual environments to 
market, sell and train,” says Janine. “We were asked to present 
at Microsoft, using their new web conferencing technology 
called Microsoft LiveMeeting  (now called Microsoft Lync), a 
virtual meeting room. !ey were looking for content and experts 
who showcase (the technology). We had access to thousands of 
potential clients from within Microsoft’s audience. … (!en) 
HP asked us to present HP Virtual Rooms. We were prepared, 
but we got lucky.”

“We were early adopters at this time,” says Lee. “People were 
rushing to get into that space. You have to take face-to-face 
presentation skills and redesign for a virtual environment. 
When I can’t see faces and reactions, how can I connect with 
these people? We came up with skills and tools so they could be 
engaged.” 
Janine adds, “We take the tools (such as PowerPoint) and turn 
them upside down and use them to communicate, be memorable 
and get the audiences to do what you want.”
!eir shared explanation of their process is typical of how the 

sisters work together. With shared values, and almost telepathic 
empathy, they say they often "nish each other’s sentences. “We 
grew up on the same team.” !ey say they never experienced the 
“drama of sibling rivalry” growing up because “our parents never 
allowed us to get away with that.” 

Mompreneurs 
teach Fortune 500 firms to 
communicate virtually

Family time is important to sisters Janine Kurnoff and 
Lee Lazarus of The Presentation Company. Cousins Ava 
Gottheiner (left) and Zoe Lazarus dance in front of (from left) 
Janine’s husband Simon Gottheiner holding daughter, Hadley; 
Janine; Lee; Dr. Howard Lazarus; and Jacob Lazarus. Photo by 
Doug McClung/Velvet Owl
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From their parents, they also learned not to over expand and 
not to spend money they didn’t have. So they grew the company 
slowly and added core employees and contract trainers only 
as necessary. Now TPC has "ve employees in the Portland 
headquarters, including Janine’s husband Simon Gottheiner, 
who joined TPC in 2008 after 12 years at Intel. !ey have 
about 10 trainers who conduct webinars to teach clients TPC’s 
presentation skills, including one contract trainer in Beijing 
who conducts trainings in Mandarin Chinese.
!e employees and contractors all reap the rewards of the 

company culture of work/life balance the sisters have created. 
When they started the business in their mid 20s, the sisters 
spent a lot of time networking and learning new technologies. 
Now in their late 30s, they each have two young children and 
are enjoying the bene"ts of that sweat equity. !ey still work 
hard, but say they also remember to play hard. 

One day they took a 6 am $ight to make a presentation at 
Microsoft and didn’t get home till 10%pm. !ey didn’t see their 
children that day, but the next day they set aside plenty of time 
with their kids – Lee’s Jacob,7, and Zoe, 5, and Janine’s Ava, 3, 
and Hadley, 18 months. “We’re Mompreneurs,” says Janine.
!ey also block out times on their daily calendars to exercise 

– and they encourage their employees to do the same. 
Recently they surveyed their employees and contractors and 

were told “how much we enable them to be successful in what 
they do and have a work/life balance.”

Sisters Lee Lazarus, on left, and Janine Kurnoff of The 
Presentation Company. 
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!ey also endeavor to instill their own beliefs in their 
children. “My kids see I host Jewish events and help federation,” 
says Lee, who recently took her son to deliver birthday gifts to 
the Sunshine Pantry. For the past three years, TPC has been 
a sponsor of the annual fundraiser at Cedar Sinai Park, where 
both sisters have been active – Lee on the CSP board and 
Janine at the Yad b’ Yad intergenerational music program for 
tots and seniors. For the past two years, they have also donated 
TPC’s expertise at the Jewish Federation of Greater Portland’s 
Opening Night to ensuring the messages and stories of the 
federation agency are shared compellingly. !is year Simon 
will chair the federation’s allocations committee to determine 
how much each agency receives from the annual campaign that 
began with Opening Night Oct. 3. Howard chaired the federa-
tion’s Maimonides Society for health care professionals for four 
years.

Lee and Janine are adept at delivering a compelling message 
in a memorable fashion. !ey’ve put those skills to good use to 
bene"t both their clients and their community.  

They still work hard, 
but say they also remember 

to play hard. 
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HANUKKAH

INSIDE
—Thanksgivukkah is Coming
—Gift Guide
— Jewish Book Month 
 Encourages Gifts of Books
—Three New Oregon Books 
 Just in Time for Hanukkah
—Rabbinic Reflections
—More Story Ideas from Readers
—Homemade Hostess Gifts
—Take a Break from Fried
—Combat Hunger
—New Kosher Options

O
When Worlds Collide:  
Thanksgivukkah Is Coming
By Rich Geller

On Nov. 28, 2013, worlds will collide when the "rst day of Hanukkah falls on 
!anksgiving Day. Due to a rare con$uence of the Hebrew and Gregorian 
calendars, this is the last time this will happen for about 75,000 years! No doubt 
by then the Jewish people will have successfully colonized most of the galaxy, but 
until then, American Jews will have a unique opportunity to combine that most 
American of holidays – !anksgiving – with that most Americanized of Jewish 
festivals – Hanukkah. %
!anksgivukkah is the brainchild of Norwood, MA, Marketing Specialist 

Dana Gitell, who came up with the quirky holiday’s name and launched a website, 
Twitter and Facebook page devoted to “eight days of light, liberty and latkes!” 
She even teamed up with moderntribe.com to create o&cial !anksgivukkah 
T-shirts. MAZON: A Jewish Response to Hunger will receive 10% of proceeds 
from T-shirt sales. As she explained to JNS.org reporter Jacob Kamaras, “You 
can celebrate Judaism, you can celebrate America, and you celebrate the Jewish-
American experience on the same day, because how would this be possible if we 
didn’t have a country as free and as welcoming as America?” 

Hanukkah and !anksgiving have much in common. !ey both center on 
family, food and gratitude. Whether it is gratitude for our families or for the 
miracle of the Hanukkah lights, there is plenty to be thankful for. In addition to 
the traditional blessings for the candles and the blessings for the children, the 
Shehechiyanu (We thank G-d for sustaining us to reach this season) "ts in nicely 
with the holiday. We can build on that sense of gratitude by helping members of 
the community who are in need. Volunteer at Jewish Family and Child Service 
or elsewhere in your community. If you cannot volunteer, make a donation in the 
spirit of tikkun olam or repair of the world. If you have children, encourage them 
to donate their tzedakah to buy a !anksgiving Box for a needy family.
!e "rst Hanukkah candle will be lit on the night before !anksgiving, 

right smack in the middle of what for many people is either an intense night 
of cooking and preparation or a night of hectic travel (think “Planes, Trains 
and Automobiles”). !rowing dreidels, gelt and latkes into the mix won’t make 
it any easier, but it will make for a memorable night. If you really want to get 
into the spirit of the season, you’ll want to light the candles on the traditional 
!anksgivukkah menurkey! OK maybe not traditional, but de"nitely fun! 
Designed by 9-year-old mini-mensch, Asher Weintraub of Manhattan, the 
menurkey is a turkey-shaped menorah intended to commemorate this goofy 
holiday. Gobble one up at menurkey.com. 

Let’s face it, for most of us the main event of !anksgiving is the food. When 
it comes to mixing and matching the two days, the sky’s the limit. Just think 
pumpkins and cranberries and have fun. !ere are several indispensible online 
resources for holiday recipes, including forward.com, kveller.com and joyofkosher.
com. “!e Jew and the Carrot,” the food blog of !e Jewish Daily Forward, has an 
unusual recipe for challah-pastrami stu&ng for your bird. Joan Nathan’s excellent 
cookbook Jewish Cooking in America o#ers several wonderful !anksgiving recipes. 
!e silver lining for all those hard-working holiday chefs will be the abundance 
of leftovers available on Friday night. Shabbat will be a welcome respite from 
the tumult of the holiday. However, if you still feel that you have not su&ciently 

[SPECIAL SECTION/HANUKKAH/FOOD]

Hanukkah, Oh Hanukkah,
Come light the menorah

The first Hanukkah in 165 BCE 
commemorated the victory of the Jews in a 
series of battles against the Greek/Syrian 
armies of King Antiochius IV Epiphanes. 
The Talmud recounts the miracle that 
occurred when the Jews went in search 
of sacramental oil to light the menorah to 
rededicate the Second Temple. They found 
only one small flask, enough for one day. 
They kindled the menorah, and the oil 
lasted for eight days. 

Each year the Jewish Book Council 
promotes Jewish books as Hanukkah gifts 
with Jewish Book Month events. Jewish 
Book Month is celebrated for the 30 days 
leading up to Hanukkah each year.
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$exed your culinary muscles, kveller.com has a fun recipe for a 
turkey-shaped challah that besides being absolutely adorable is 
a very kid-friendly recipe. Be sure to enlist your little minions 
into shaping the dough balls that form the bird’s “feathers.” Or 
consider a pumpkin challah; the recipe can be found on the 
“!e Shiksa in the Kitchen” blog at shiksa.com. 

Other creative culinary possibilities include pumpkin latkes 
topped with cranberry sauce or sufganiot "lled with cranberry 
preserves or orange-pumpkin buttercream. A recipe for the 
latter can be found at chow.com. Looking for something to do 
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with that miraculous Hanukkah oil? Try deep-frying your tur-
key! For those readers who keep kosher, excellent kosher birds 
can be found at many area markets. What better way to wash 
down your !anksgivukkah day feast than with a locally brewed 
pumpkin ale? !ere are at least half a dozen well-regarded 
Oregon varieties of pumpkin ales and beers. Most are brewed 
using pumpkin pie spices such as nutmeg, cinnamon, ginger, 
clove and allspice. I recommend Rogue Pumpkin Patch Ale 
brewed with what else but freedom hops! 

If you have little ones, there are plenty of fun crafts and 
activities that can be found on the aforementioned websites. 
One of my favorites is the marshmallow/candy corn menorah. 
Use nine large kosher marshmallows and arrange them in a row 
as the base of the menorah and top each with a piece of candy 
corn with the tip facing up to create the “$ame.” Don’t expect 
this menorah to survive until the last night of Hanukkah! Help 
your kids create hand-traced turkeys with a Hanukkah twist 
like a kippah on ‘ol Tom Turkey’s keppela. Tryptophan kicking 
in? Divvy up the kid’s chocolate gelt and curl up with a double 
feature of “A Charlie Brown !anksgiving” and “A Rugrats 
Chanukah!” At bedtime tuck into Turkey Trouble by Wendy 
Silvano and Hershel and the Hanukkah Goblins by Portland 
author Eric Kimmel.

So what is the true meaning of !anksgivukkah? Family, 
friends and gratitude. Jews have thrived in America like never 
before in our history. !ere is so much to be thankful for. As we 
light the candles and recall the miracle of the oil, we can rejoice 
in our many blessings and enjoy the novelty of this lighthearted 
mishmash of a holiday. And remember, unless you’re planning to 
have yourself placed in cryogenic suspension for the next 75,000 
years, !anksgivukkah will be a once-in-a-lifetime treat, so enjoy 
it while you can!   

Congregation Shir Tikvah
invites you to pop in to our 

Congregation Shir Tikvah
Portland’s Eastside Synagogue
education@shirtikvahpdx.org

(503) 473-8227

Children’s stories and activities 
featuring Barry Deutsch, the 

award-winning author of 
“How Mirka Got Her Sword”

Sunday, Nov. 17
10 - Noon

Tucker-Maxon Oral School
2860 SE Holgate Blvd.

Hanukkah
Pop-Up Store

Illustration  by  Barry  Deutsch

Hanukkah and Thanksgiving have much in 

common. They both center on family, food 

and gratitude. Whether it is gratitude for our 

families or for the miracle of the Hanukkah 

lights, there is plenty to be thankful for.
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beautyforthebeast@gmail.com

Chewish Treats
Toys for the Jewish Dog

Over 25 Different Toys

BEAVERTON  
Beaverton Canyon Place 
Canyon at 117th Avenue

503-627-0113

 

CLACKAMAS 
Clackamas Promenade  

on Sunnyside Road
503-654-2888

Women’s & Men’s Wide Shoes

 Proud to be Locally Owned and Operated for Over 30 Years

www.jayswideshoes.com

Happy Hanukkah

Together WE do extraordinary things
503.245.6219 | www.jewishportland.org

6680 SW Capitol Highway | Portland, OR 97219

JewishPDX

® THE STRENGTH OF A PEOPLE.
THE POWER OF COMMUNITY.

This Chanukah, serve an  
extra helping of Thanks

Food vouchers for a needy family $36Help cover cost of perscriptions 
 for a senior $100Scholarship funds  

to families wishing to give  

their child a Jewish education $360On-going crisis counseling  
for individuals$1000

THANKSGIVING 
CHANUKAH MENU

This year, Chanukah starts on 
Thanksgiving. Both holidays are  
about gratitude and giving. At this  
time of giving thanks, let’s give back  
to our Jewish community. Every 
donation makes a di!erence in the  
lives of so many, please give to the 
Jewish Federation of Greater Portland. 
Give today at  
www.JewishPortland.org/donate.
Thank you and  
Happy Thanksgivukkah! 
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Gift Guide

HADLEY SLOUCHY BEADED BEANIE
Knit in the US of 100% cashmere. 

Soft and cozy for those cold  
   winter days ahead. 

$86 at Bonnet, in the Pearl

Bonnet 
1129 NW Flanders St. 
BonnetBoutique.com

THE ANNA BAG

The Anna bag by Cipriano Designs is made 
with a thick, gorgeous Brazilian leather and 
constructed with gunmetal rivets. The accent 
leather is a durable vegetable tanned leather. It is 
available in both Black and Steel Blue. Beautifully 
constructed, made and designed right here in 
Portland, and big enough for a laptop. $270

Radish Underground 
414 SW 10th Ave., Portland 
503-928-6435

CLASSIC MUNRO AMERICAN BOOT

Featuring supple leather, extraordinary comfort and made in USA. 
Available at: Jay’s Wide Shoes | jayswideshoes.com

BEAVERTON
Beaverton Canyon Place
Canyon at 117th Ave.
503-627-0113

CLACKAMAS
Clackamas Promenade
on Sunnyside Road
503-654-2888

MAMA MIA TRATTORIA GIFT CARD

“Looking for a great gift idea? Give 
the gift of a delicious meal! Purchase 
a Mama Mia gift card for the one you 
love so they can enjoy their favorite 
Italian dish this holiday season.”

Mama Mia Trattoria
439 SW 2nd Ave 
Portland, OR 97204
503-295-6464
mamamiatrattoria.com
info@mamamiatrattoria.com

PERSONALIZED CHARMS BY HEATHER B. MOORE

Make a unique custom gift that is just for you. 
Available in yellow, pink, or white gold and silver.

Packouz Jewelers 
522 SW Broadway, Portland 
503-228-3111 
packouzjewelers.com

Downtown
213 SW Clay St.
Portland, OR  97201
503-248-2100
Mortons.com

MORTON’S THE STEAKHOUSE
Give the gift of good taste this holiday season! 
Purchase $100 in Morton’s Gift Cards before Dec,24, 2013 and 
receive a $20 Reward Card to use in the New Year.* 

*Restrictions may apply, see store for details. 

[SPECIAL SECTION/HANUKKAH/FOOD]
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LIFE MEMBERSHIP

Become part of Hadassah’s 
second century of 
promoting Jewish continuity, 
Jewish values and working 
in partnership with Israel.

This Hanukkah, become a life member for 
just $212. 

Gift online at hadassah.org/life or contact 
800-664-5646.
Offer valid through Dec. 31, 2013

CHILLY DOG SWEATERS

Chilly Dog sweaters are hand made using 
organic wool and natural plant and fruit dyes. 
No harsh chemicals are used and they come 

with no plastic packaging. Within the guidelines 
of Fair Trade practices, these beautiful 

sweaters are made in the Northern Highlands 
of South America by descendents of the Inca 
Indians. Hand or machine washable, they are 

the warmest sweaters made today. 

Beauty for the Beast
3832 NE Sandy Blvd.

503-288-5280

5215 N Lombard St.
503-283-0919

MERCEDES-BENZ 2014 S-CLASS SEDAN

The unmistakable presence of the new S-Class is engineered to 
deliver abundance without excess. It’s stronger yet lighter, elevating 
safety and silence. It’s more majestic than ever, yet sleek and 
athletic.“It’s not just our flagship. It’s the industry’s.”

Mercedes-Benz of Beaverton
MBBeaverton.com
503-296-1700

ECO-FRIENDLY MENORAH

This Eco-friendly menorah is made from 
recycled circuit boards and using energy-
saving L.E.D. technology.

Everything Jewish 
6684 SW Capitol Hwy., Portland 
503-246-5437

SPESSARTITE GARNET RING

Imagine wearing something special 
every day!  Unique, vibrant orange 
spessartite garnet accented with 
white and orange sapphires.  
Hand crafted and designed by 
Thomas Jones.  

Jones and Jones
7858 SW Capitol Highway
Portland 
jonesandjonesjewelers.com 
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Nov. 13, 7 pm, American 
Masters documentary 
on Philip Roth presented by the 
Institute for Judaic Studies and 
MJCC at the MJCC.

Nov. 18, 7 pm, Havurah Shalom presents “Book 
Review: Pestilence and Piety at Havurah,” 825 NW 18th 
Ave., Portland.

Nov. 19, 7 pm, Oregon Jewish Museum/Institute 
for Judaic Studies presents “The Construction of 
Immunity: Cultural Treatments of Contagious Disease” 
at the museum, 1953 NW Kearney, Portland. Free for 
members of OJM/IJS; $5 all others.

Nov. 19, 6:45 pm, Pageturners book talk at Midland 
Branch Library, 805 SE 122nd Ave., Portland.

Nov. 20, 7:30 pm, Neveh Shalom presents “Themes of 
Philip Roth’s Nemesis: A Panel Discussion on Coping 
with Life’s Circumstances,” 2900 SW Peaceful Lane, 
Portland.

Nov. 21, 7:15 pm, Author Iris Krasnow, author of Secret 
Lives of Wives, will speak at the Women’s Philanthropy 
event at the MJCC.

The month concludes Nov. 26 when Portland State 
University Prof. Michael Weingrad and Reed College 
Prof. Marat Grinberg discuss Roth’s works and show 
film clips. 6:30 to 8:30 pm. For location, contact Jenn 
Knudsen at 503-725-2305 or knud@pdx.edu

Give the gift of reading
Observed for the 30 days leading up to Hanukkah, 
Jewish Book Month is a national celebration of Jewish 
books that helps promote giving Jewish books as 
Hanukkah gifts. 

Coordinated nationally by The Jewish Book Council, 
Jewish Book Month this year falls Oct. 26-Nov. 26. 
The Council prepares educational and promotional 
materials including bookmarks with lists of 
recommended books for adults and children from the 
past year. 

In 1925 Fanny Goldstein, a librarian at the West End 
Branch of the Boston Public Library, displayed Judaic 
books for her Jewish Book Week. In 1940, the event 
was moved to pre-Hanukkah to promote books as 
Hanukkah gifts, according to jewishbookcouncil.org. 
The Week was extended to a month in 1943. 

At least a dozen programs are on the slate for this 
year’s celebration of Jewish Book Month in Portland.

The Portland Jewish Book Month committee selected 
Philip Roth’s Nemesis for this year’s One Book, One 
Community program. This will be the third year the 
community has created a series of events centered 
around one book to celebrate Jewish Book Month. 
Roth’s 2010 book explores the 1944 polio epidemic 

Jewish Book Month: Oct . 26-Nov. 26, 2013
in New Jersey and how it affected the families in the 
close-knit area. 

In Portland Congregation Beth Israel kicks off the 
month immediately following the 6 pm services on 
Nov. 1 with a program titled “Resilience: Challenging 
illness and moving to a place of hope.” Social workers 
David Molko and Audelia de Costa will discuss portions 
of Roth’s Nemesis and how the people in the book 
reacted to the horrific polio epidemic. Learn coping 
skills to live life to the fullest.

On Nov. 3 Beit Haverim Rabbi Alan Berg will lead a 
discussion of the book at 2:45 pm at the United Church 
of Christ, 1111 Country Club Road, Lake Oswego.

Nov. 3 to 5: See story next page

Other programs include: 
Nov. 6, 7:15 pm, “Finding Meaning in Suffering: 
A discussion using Melton curriculum with Erica 
Goldman,” at Shaarie Torah, 920 NW 25th, Portland.

Nov. 12, 6:30 pm, Pageturners book discussion 
presented by Hillsdale Branch of Multnomah 
County Library and Kesser Israel, featuring kosher 
refreshments, at Hillsdale Library, 1525 SW Sunset, 
Portland.

GIVE THE GIFT OF DANCE
4 SHOWS, 3 COUNTRIES, 3 MONTHS

            INFO: 503.245.1600 X201                       ORDER ONLINE: whitebird.org/gift 

Rich & Vibrant Performances by...

Cedar Lake Contemporary Ballet  (US)
Cloud Gate Dance Theatre  (Taiwan)

Emio Greco|PC, ROCCO  (Netherlands)
Ballet Hispanico  (US)

  $96 (NO FEES)

Ballet Hispanico’s Kimberly Van Woesik and 
Mario Ismael Espinoza in Tango Vitrola © Paula Lobo

[SPECIAL SECTION/HANUKKAH/FOOD]
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South:P 1-10-3-80726 (JEE, KXJ, RAS, TXM)    

Burlingame & Raleigh Hills Stores Open 7AM-11PM Daily 

Keeping kosher 
is now easier

Come explore the bigger, better kosher section 
at your Burlingame and Raleigh Hills Freddy’s. 
You’ll find around 350 kosher choices –  
nearly double the previous selection – including 
grocery, refrigerated and frozen foods. It’s just 
another way Fred Meyer’s makes it easy to fill 
your entire list, all in one stop.     

JTC season begins Nov. 3-5 with “Chapter One” 
WHO: Jewish Theatre Collaborative 
WHAT: PAGE2STAGE Season 
WHEN: November 2013-April 2014
WHERE: Milagro Theatre, Mittleman Jewish Community Center,  
    PSU Lincoln Hall
SEASON SUBSCRIPTIONS: 503-512-0582  
    or jewishtheatrecollaborative.org 

The Jewish Theatre Collaborative kicks off its 2013-2014 
season with a brand new program format: PAGE2STAGE.

This exciting format begins with one book and an invitation for 
audiences to join JTC on a three-act journey from book to stage. 
Original performances along the way deepen the audience’s 
understanding of the novel and personalize their connection to 
its subject and characters. The journey climaxes with a world-
premiere adaption of the novel. 

This year JTC, with help from Taster’s Choice audiences, chose 
Meir Shalev’s novel A Pigeon and a Boy. Shalev weaves stories of 
love and loss between mandate Palestine of the 1940s and Israel 
today in this powerful novel. Breaking from decades of inertia, 
Yair’s search for a home takes him on a belated journey to come of 
age. Sacha Reich and Doren Elias are adapting the novel through 
arrangement with the Deborah Harris Agency on behalf of Meir 
Shalev. 

The journey begins during Jewish Book Month with 
performances at three locations at 7 pm, Nov. 3-5. JTC has 
designed the perfect first date with your book for “Act 1 – Chapter 
One.” A little food, a little drink, images to spark your imagination 
and a performance to propel you through the first chapter as 
you immerse yourself in the world of the novel. The chapter was 
adapted for the staged reading by Avital Rutenberg Schoenberg, 
performances are Nov. 3 at Milagro Theatre; Nov. 4 at Mittleman 
Jewish Community Center and Nov. 5 at Studio Theatre, Lincoln 
Hall, Portland State University. 

In January and February, the journey continues at the same 
three venues with “Act 2 – Footnotes.” Just as footnotes elaborate 
on a topic, these staged reading performances and discussions 
are designed to take you deeper into the subject matter of the 
novel through the magical medium of theater.

Jan 26-28, 2014, performances will explore “Memory’s 
Landscape: A Guided Tour.” Tour key landmarks of the novel and 
encounter layers of history that bind people to the land.

Feb. 23-25, 2014, performances explore “Wrestling with 
Home.” The existential imperative of nation-building in the past 
looms over a present trying to forge a new relationship with the 
land. 

The season culminates with “Act 3 –World Premiere 
Production of A Pigeon and a Boy, adapted by Sacha Reich and 
Doren Elias. The main stage production will be March 22-April 
12, 2014, at Milagro Theatre. 
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JUST IN TIME FOR HANUKKAH...check out these Oregon books
A book about historical Jesus is probably 

not a topic that comes to mine when one 
thinks of contemporary and cutting-edge 
works. But a new book about “re-Judaising” 
Jesus is bridging two topics that may seem 
like they lie on opposite ends of the spectrum. 

Written by Ashland Rabbi David Zaslow 
with Eugene writer Joseph Lieberman, Jesus: 
First Centruy Rabbi explores fresh ways of 
looking at historical Jesus and Christianity’s 
early Jewish roots that can challenge Jews 

and Christians, alike.  
The Jewish Renewal rabbi says he decided to address topics in 

Jesus: First Century Rabbi because he believes now is “the best 
possible time.” After 2,000 years the political and religious climate 
is good, and the evangelical churches strongly support the state of 
Israel. 

Drawing on biblical, historical and contemporary sources, Zaslow 
and Lieberman look at essential topics in the Christian/Jewish 
interfaith dialogue. They examine what was Jewish about Jesus, 
along with Jewish themes that were adopted in Christianity – many of 
which Jews and Christians alike may not be aware.

Pointing to shared topics like the Trinity, Zaslow writes about the 
Jewish version that most people do not acknowledge – one that 

includes Israel, Torah and G-d, while the Christian counterpart is 
the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost. 

Bringing humor and transforming what can be challenging 
material into an easy read, Zaslow looks at traditional thoughts 
such as Jews as the chosen people. In Jesus: First Century Rabbi, 
Zaslow and Lieberman question that idea and say that Jews 
were chosen people, but rather chosen to teach the world about 
monotheism. They discuss the impact Jesus has had on that. 

From covenants to scapegoats to sacrifices, Zaslow explores 
different concepts and looks at borrowed and shared themes in 
Judaism and Christianity. 

Both authors do a good job covering a lot of ground and 
raising questions that are important to both beliefs. Pointing out 
the obvious, Zaslow says the common thread in Judaism and 
Christianity is that there are many groups, movements and sects 
within the respective beliefs and all compete somewhat.  

He says there is no one truth. If you doubt that, just go to a 
Torah study where three Jews will have five opinions; everything 
is always under discussion. This book enables readers to debate 
their own truths in a biblical context with important figures. 

Abra Cohen is a writer and photojournalist who divides her time between 
Israel and Eugene.

.

Historic book sparks interfaith dialogue By Abra Cohen

[SPECIAL SECTION/HANUKKAH/FOOD]
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Melton Adult Learning: meltonportland.org | 503-384-2476

Who doesn’t love reading Leviticus? 
Well, most liberal Jews it seems, for while 
that section of the Torah does contain 
some gems like loving thy neighbor (19:18) 
and laws commanding social justice 
and compassion, much of the rest is 
instructions for the ritualized handling 
of animal innards and the spattering of 
blood, diatribes against gay sex, and 
cringe-worthy verses about skin diseases, 
menstruation and un-kosher organ meats.

Even as Eugene’s Rabbi Maurice 
Harris maintains a deep respect and love for Torah, he 

also acknowledges in his introduction that Leviticus may be “the 
most avoided book in the Bible,” and that “No biblical book can 
match Leviticus in its ability to repel and bore its readers.” Yet, 
in his latest work, Leviticus –You Have No Idea (Cascade Books, 
Eugene, Oct. 2013), he makes these passages both fascinating 
and surprisingly relevant to 21st century readers – even to those 
who, like himself, are committed to progressive values.

With the same combination of sophisticated wit and erudite 
humor exhibited in his previous book, Moses: A Stranger Among 
Us, Harris once again charms us by making material that we’ve 
assumed was familiar (and occasionally repulsive) into a learning 
experience that is unquestionably pleasurable.

This he makes clear from the very first chapter: “Being Pro-Gay 
and Hanging in There with Leviticus.” In this and later chapters, 
Harris, like the progressive Reconstructionist movement he is a 

part of, “celebrates Judaism as a living, dynamic system” that 
“takes tradition seriously while also maintaining an openness to 
creative, constructive change.”

In other words, without deeming the Bible irrelevant, “We can 
(and must) leave behind the misguided elements of Leviticus that 
spoke to people living within a narrow, ancient historical moment.” 
At the same time, Harris sees value in “Leviticus’ mandate of 
always seeking to bring greater holiness into the world …” and 
“the notion that we make a space for the Divine presence by 
living in a way that expresses love, justice, courage, compassion, 
integrity, and unselfish deference to the needs of others.”

On his journey through the good, the bad, and the ugly in 
Leviticus, Harris addresses present-day societal issues such 
as factory-farm meat production, our criminal justice system, 
incendiary religious extremism, maintaining a just government 
and same-sex marriage.

While no one is suggesting the Torah scroll should be 
reworded, Leviticus – You Have No Idea makes some of the 
Bible’s most archaic passages far more relevant to contemporary 
times and well-nigh inspirational.

Joseph A. Lieberman is a globe-trotting Eugene photojournalist who re-
cently co-authored Jesus: First-century Rabbi (Nov. 2013, Paraclete Press), 
about the Jewish roots of Christianity, with Rabbi David Zaslow.

Our love of accessories is matched only
by our desire to have you look great in them

local, original, beautiful

1129 NW Flanders St.
Portland, OR 97209

(503) 954-2271

Happy Chanukah from 
our house to yours!
The Mama Mia Family hopes
to see you this holiday season.

DOWNTOWN PORTLAND
SW 2ND AND WASHINGTON OFF THE MORRISON BRIDGE

439 SW 2ND AVE    503.295.6464    www.MamaMiaTrattoria.com

Looking for a place to host your holiday party? Contact us to find
out how Mama Mia’s can help make your gathering a success!

BRUNCH ·∙ LUNCH ·∙ DINNER ·∙ HAPPY HOUR
DINE-IN ·∙  TAKE-OUT ·∙  DELIVERY

CATERING ·∙  PRIVATE PARTIES

A compelling look at Leviticus By Joseph Lieberman
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Local book brings deli tradition home By Kerry Politzer

Have you ever lamented the lack of Jewish 
cuisine in your neighborhood? That old standby, 
the traditional delicatessen, increasingly seems 
to be something of the past. Time was, you could 
stop by your local deli for a pound of smoked 
whitefish salad or a quart of matzo ball soup. 
Now, unless you are lucky enough to live near 
one of the last thriving delis, you must rack your 
brain for Bubbe’s beloved recipes.

With the publication of The Artisan Jewish 
Deli at Home, Nick Zukin and Michael Zusman 
aim to fill this void. Zukin, cofounder of 
Portland deli Kenny & Zuke’s, and Michael 
Zusman, a food writer and baker, have 
compiled a cookbook that includes 100 
recipes for Jewish dishes. The recipes range 
from traditional to modern, decadent to 
diet-friendly. While some of the recipes have 
their origin in the well-known Caplansky’s 

and Stopsky’s delicatessens, others come courtesy 
of the Zukin and Zusman family kitchens. The cookbook 

is peppered throughout with interesting tidbits of Jewish culinary history. For example, 
did you know that pastrami sandwiches originated as an on-the-job treat for New York 
garment workers?

The writers bring a Portlandian artisanal focus to their conception of Jewish cuisine. 
Their Backyard Barbecue Pastrami recipe provides instruction on how to brine, spice and 
smoke your own pastrami; the elaborate process takes about five days. The recipe for 
Stopsky’s Pretzels, which includes food-grade lye, necessitates the use of rubber gloves 
and eye protection; the homemade dough rope is fermented for 24 hours before baking. 
But don’t be intimidated – the Chunky Ginger Applesauce takes about 20 minutes to 
prepare, while the Herbed Matzo Brei and Bagel Chips couldn’t be simpler.

While the cookbook includes plenty of traditional favorites like knishes, latkes, 
chopped liver and brisket, you might be surprised by the Chinese Broccoli, Pastrami 
and Cheddar Scones, and Zucchini Latkes with Tomato Relish. There is also a recipe 
for Steak-n, a beef-based substitute for bacon, and a Left Coast Gefilte Fish made with 
salmon and halibut.

Weight watchers will appreciate Zuke’s 
‘Diet’ Salad and Deli Health Salad, while 
schmaltz lovers will learn how to render 
chicken fat and use it in recipes like 
Caplansky’s Smoked Meat Knishes and 
Wise Sons’ Corned Beef Hash. Dessert is 
not neglected; there is a whole chapter 
devoted to rugelach, hamantaschen, babka 
and macaroons.

The end of the book contains a helpful 
appendix of sources for hard-to-find 
ingredients, as well as a list of some of the 
authors’ favorite artisan delis. Omitting 
traditional favorites like Montreal’s 
Schwartz’s Deli and New York’s 2nd 
Avenue Deli, they focus on newer entries 
into the deli scene: DGS Delicatessen in 
Florida, Josh’s Delicatessen & Appetizing 
in Washington, D.C., and, of course, 
Portland’s Kenny & Zuke’s Delicatessen.

For more information about The Artisan 
Jewish Deli at Home, visit facebook.com/
ArtisanJewishDeli.

The Artisan Jewish Deli at Home by Nick 

Zukin and Michael Zusman, hardcover, 272 

pages, Andrews McMeel Publishing, $27.99

PORTLAND BOOK EVENTS 
!e Artisan Jewish Deli at Home  
By Michael Zusman and Nick Zukin
Monday, Nov. 4, 6:30-8 pm 
Join co-author Michael Zusman for a 
reading, book signing, and bagels and 
rugelach. 
Oregon Jewish Museum:  
1953 NW Kearney St., Portland  
ojm.org
Sunday, Dec. 1, Noon-4 pm  
Annual author’s book event hosted by 
the Oregon Historical Society with local 
authors displaying and signing books for 
holiday gift giving.
Oregon Historical Society:  
1200 SW Park Ave., Portland | ohs.org
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Rabbinic 
Re!ections
What can we learn 
from a figure in Jewish 
textual tradition?

By Rabbi Debra 
Kolodny

Compared favorably 
to Moses in the 
Talmud, raised in a 
family of converts, 
unlettered in Jewish 

scholarship until he was 40, my favorite 
Talmudic player by far is Rabbi Akiva. 

Having been raised by secular Jews, 
proud of their heritage but absolute in their 
atheism, I did not begin my own exploration 
of Jewish texts and practices until I was 
in my early 30s. When I felt called to the 
rabbinate in my late 30s, Rabbi Akiva was 
an inspiration. If he could start in mid-life, 
so could I!

Akiva’s choice of Shir HaShirim/the 
Song of Solomon as our “Holy of Holies,” 
our scripture’s deepest place of connection 
to G-d, sealed his fate as my role model. 
In seeing our canon’s love song between 
Israel and G-d, a text that depicts human 
love in profoundly romantic, spiritually 
elevated language as a metaphor for our 
love of G-d, Akiva chose love as the core of 
Torah. He chose passion as the center of 
our relationship with Holiness. He declared 
as sanctified both spiritual love and 
embodied love both. 

Rabbi Akiva was also the ultimate 
performer of civil disobedience. When the 
penalty for teaching Torah was death, he 
taught in the public square. Unafraid, even 
as he was being tortured to death, when he 
said his final “Shma” his amazed students 
asked how he could be present with such 
piety while such horrors were being done to 
him. “All my life,” he said, “I waited for the 
opportunity to show how much I love God, 
and now that I have the opportunity should 
I waste it?” Berachot 61b tells us that he 
died with the word “One” on his lips.

Deeply spiritual and legally rigorous at 
the same time, Rabbi Akiva teaches that 
when keva and kavanah, structure and 
intention, are combined, transcendence is 
possible. Only this kind of soul could enter 
Pardes/Paradise? Heaven? in peace and 
depart in peace. In our aggadic tradition, 
only this soul did.

Rabbi Debra Kolodny is the spiritual leader 
of Congregation P’nai Or, a Jewish Renewal 
congregation in Portland.

We have many of the treats and ingredients you’re
looking for to keep your family’s celebration going. 
Our Hanukkah menu is available in-store or online at 
newseasonsmarket.com

these sure 
won’t last 8 days

New Seasons Market. For all your favorites.
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Who is your 
favorite 
Jewish 

character 
from a book 

or story?

 

ISAAC ROSENTHAL 

SEVENTH GRADER | PORTLAND JEWISH ACADEMY

Favorite Character: “Shmuel from The Boy In the Striped 
Pajamas

“Shmuel is a memorable character to me because he hid his 
anger so well whenever he was around Bruno. He had true 
mental toughness.”

SOUNDBITES BERNIE MAENGEN | EUGENE

“Being from a Jewish immigrant family, one of my favorite book 
characters is Sara Smolinsky. We meet Sara in the novel The 
Bread Givers by Anzia Yezierska. Sara is a Jewish immigrant 
girl growing up in the 1920s on the Lower East Side of New 
York. She is caught between two worlds, that of her parents 
and the new world of American life, where she struggles with 
independence, assimilation and self-fulfillment.”

Collected by Gloria Hammer 

[SPECIAL SECTION/HANUKKAH/FOOD]
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STEVEN UNGAR | PORTLAND

“In A.B. Yehoshua’s 1996 novel, Open Heart, a 
young Israeli surgeon, Dr. Benjamin Rubin makes an 
unexpected trip to India at the request of his hospital 
administer. It becomes a journey into the mysteries of 
the East juxtaposed against the rational and material 
world in which he was raised. The reader will be 
rewarded by Yehoshua’s excellent prose, insights into 
the challenges facing young adults and, last but not 
least, how romance throws a curve ball into the mix.”

 
ADAM GREENMAN | PORTLAND

“My favorite Jewish character is the one I related 
most closely to: Herbie Bookbinder, the main 
character in City Boy by Herman Wouk. I offer the 
following quote as proof of our kinship:
‘Like a sailor embarked in a hell ship, like a 
policeman assigned to a tunnel, like a priest 
sent to a squalid settlement in the fever belt of 
India, Herbie Bookbinder was committed beyond 
hope of release to a summer in Bunk Thirteen.’”

LILY BARNA | SEVENTH GRADER | PORTLAND JEWISH ACADEMY

Favorite Character: Anne Frank from The Diary of Anne Frank. 

“I felt very connected to Anne Frank 
throughout the entire book because even 
though a war was raging and she was living 
in secret, she was a teenage girl dealing 
with teenage problems. And although we 
may think big problems are what to wear 
and how to act, Anne shows us that there 
is always a bright side to life, no matter the 
circumstances.”

OSH LEVIN BETZALEL | PORTLAND

“Golda Meir’s My Life was an influential 
book for me. She was an amazing woman, 
who lived on a kibbutz like me, and rose 
to lead Israel through the Yom Kippur War. 
She was a very strong-minded woman, and 
I adore that about her.”

NEXT MONTH: What is the best advice you ever received?
To share your reply, please send your short answer, name, city and photo to editor@ojlife.com by Nov. 7.

Hillsdale Shopping Center  6344 SW Capitol Hwy | 8am-9pm
Northwest Neighborhood  2375 NW Thurman St | 8am-10pm 

foodfront.coop

- COUPON -
$5  off  any  purchase  of  $25  or  more

Exp: 12/31/13
One coupon per customer per visit.    #8209

Happy  Hanukkah!

FROM KOSHER WINE TO TRADITIONAL HOLIDAY 

ITEMS, WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED TO HELP YOU 

CELEBRATE THE FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS
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AAnd you thought Hanukkah came early last year? !is year the 
festival of lights begins on the evening of Wednesday, Nov. 27, 
creating the rare need to multitask by lighting the second candle 
in our menorahs while simultaneously basting the !anksgiving 
turkey! !is unusual situation has not occurred since 1899.

During the holiday season, we "nd ourselves as either the 
host or a guest at any number of gatherings. I happen to love 
hosting !anksgiving, and I look forward to including some 
of the delicious foods we eat during Hanukkah in this year’s 
celebration … deep-fried turkey anyone?

As a guest, it is always appropriate and welcomed to bring 
a gesture of gratitude for your host. Invariably, usually while 
running out of the house, my husband reminds me to grab a 
nice bottle of wine for our host to show our appreciation for an 

CHEF’S CORNER

Lisa Glickman is a private chef and teacher who lives in Bend. She has made TV appearances on COTV in Central Oregon and 
appeared on the Cooking Channel’s “The Perfect Three.” She can be reached at lisa@lisaglickman.com.

Homemade hostess gifts a nice alternative to wine | By Lisa Glickman

invitation into their home. A nice bottle of wine, a scented candle 
or clever cocktail napkins are always gladly received, but read on 
for some thoughtful food-related gifts that would be a welcome 
surprise for any host. 

Homemade jams, pickles, cookies or candy come in handy for 
someone who is guaranteed to have a houseful of guests during 
the holiday season, and a selection of specialty cheeses, crackers 
and nuts creates an impromptu hors d’oeuvre for a busy hostess. 
Specialty spice shops like Penzy’s and 
Savory Spice Shop package collections 
of spices, extracts and $avorings, ranging 
from spicy and savory to exotic and 
sweet, all of which are guaranteed to 
add exciting $avor to any holiday recipe. 

[SPECIAL SECTION/HANUKKAH/FOOD]
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Flavored and infused olive oils, vinegars, honey and specialty salts transform the 
ordinary to the extraordinary su#used with multifarious $avors like tangy Meyer 
lemon, earthy porcini mushroom, tru'e or smoky chipotle chili. A beautiful box 
of imported specialty pasta, exotic rice or colorful lentils is always useful to serve 
alongside all those leftovers. 

Along with the pumpkin pie, I plan to add these Hanukkah inspired melt-in-
your-mouth sufganiot (jelly doughnuts) as a nod to this year’s atypical celebration. 
!e delicate dough is "lled with sweet blueberry jam or decadent chocolate 
hazelnut spread, a delicious treat for any chocolate lover. Serve warm dusted with 
powdered sugar and a scoop of vanilla ice cream for dessert, or the following 
morning as an irresistible breakfast treat. 
!e apple fritters are made with tangy buttermilk, a good amount of cinnamon 

and a touch of brandy in the batter. !e grated lemon rind in the sugar coating 
adds a subtle citrus $avor. I use Honeycrisp apples, but you can use any apple that 
you like. To change things up, serve these Hanukkah fritters piping hot in place of 
!anksgiving’s traditional apple pie.   

SUFGANIOT  |  Jelly doughnuts
Makes about 2 dozen small doughnuts
1 cup whole milk

2 tablespoons granulated sugar

1 teaspoon salt

1 package (! ounce) active dry yeast

2 tablespoons warm water (105 to 115 
degrees)

3! cups all-purpose flour, plus more for 
dusting

2 tablespoons vegetable oil, plus about 
8-10 cups for frying

2 large eggs, lightly beaten

About ! cup favorite jam or chocolate 
hazelnut spread such as Nutella

Powdered sugar for dusting

Bring the milk to a simmer in a 1-quart 
heavy saucepan. Remove from heat, add 
sugar and salt, and stir together until 
dissolved. Cool to lukewarm. While milk 
cools, stir together yeast and warm water 
in a small bowl until yeast is dissolved. Let 
stand until foamy, about 5 minutes. Pour 
milk mixture into bowl of a standing mixer. 
Add 2( cups $our, 2 tablespoons oil, eggs 
and yeast mixture. Stir on low setting until 
a very soft dough forms. Spread 1 cup $our 
on work surface and transfer dough to it. 
Knead dough incorporating all the $our 
until a soft, smooth dough forms. Add a bit 
more $our if needed. Knead dough by hand 
for 5-8 minutes. Transfer dough to a lightly 
oiled bowl and cover with plastic wrap. 
Allow dough to rise in a warm place for 1( 
hours or until doubled.

Turn dough out onto a lightly $oured 
surface and roll to (-inch thickness. Use a 
round or square cutter to cut out as many 
doughnuts as possible. Gently stretch one 
piece of dough and place one teaspoon of 
"lling onto it. Gently stretch another piece 
of dough and place on top of jelly-"lled 
piece and press together. Use original cutter 
to trim doughnuts. Place "lled doughnuts 
on cookie sheet dusted with $our and allow 
to rise for an additional 30 minutes. Heat 
oil in a heavy-bottomed pot to 350 degrees. 
Use a deep fry thermometer to regulate 
heat. Gently drop doughnuts 2 to 3 at a 
time into hot oil. Use a slotted spoon or 
spider to gently turn doughnuts until pu#ed 
and golden brown. Drain on paper towels 
and dust generously with powdered sugar.

BRANDIED APPLE FRITTERS
Makes about 20 fritters
 1!  cups all-purpose flour
 "  cup sugar, divided
 1#  teaspoons ground cinnamon
 #  teaspoon kosher salt
 !  teaspoon baking powder
 !  teaspoon baking soda
 "  cup club soda
 #  cup buttermilk
 2 eggs 
 1  teaspoon vanilla extract
 1  tablespoon brandy or apple brandy such as Calvados
  Zest of 1 large lemon
 4  cups vegetable oil for frying
 3  firm apples such as Honeycrisp

In a medium bowl, mix together $our, ) cup sugar, cinnamon, salt, baking 
powder and baking soda. In a small bowl, mix together the buttermilk, eggs, club 
soda, vanilla and brandy. In another small bowl, mix together the remaining ( cup 
sugar and the lemon zest and set aside. Add wet ingredients to dry ingredients 
and mix just until batter forms. Allow batter to rest for 15 minutes. Peel and core 
apples leaving them whole. Slice into (-inch slices. Heat oil in a heavy-bottomed 
pot to measure about 2-3 inches. Heat oil to 350 degrees. Add the apple slices to 
batter and toss to coat. Working in batches, fry the apple slices turning occasion-
ally until golden brown. Drain on paper towel. Sprinkle with the lemon sugar 
while apple slices are still warm.
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Hidden Gems: Ichidai

By Kerry Politzer

Portland has become the darling of the 
national food media. !e city’s chefs and 
restaurateurs routinely collect accolades 
and awards. Local haunts are featured 
in Bon Appétit Magazine and !e New 
York Times. But for every restaurant that 
attracts an onslaught of frenzied foodies, 
another quietly goes about the business 
of satisfying customers without receiving 
much recognition. !is month’s restaurant 
review is the "rst in a series of articles that 
shine a light on one of Portland’s hidden 
culinary gems. 

………………………
It is not always easy to "nd great 

sushi in Portland. In her acclaimed Food 
Lover’s Guide to Portland, writer Liz Crain 
maintains that “Portland’s saltwater and 
freshwater bounty doesn’t always translate 
to good, fresh catch at restaurants and 
markets.” However, if you’re willing to 
stray from the beaten path, far from the 
restaurant rows of Northwest 23rd and 
Southeast Division, you will be amply 
rewarded by a visit to Ichidai.

Ichidai: 5714 SE Powell Blvd. |503-771-4648 | ichidairestaurant.com

If Hanukkah’s 
fried foods are 

starting to weigh 
you down, visit 

Ichidai for some 
fresh seafood. 
Above, a sushi 
chef prepares 

dishes of fish. At 
right, a plate of 

sushi and below 
a selection of 

sashimi (sliced 
raw fish served 

without rice).
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Located in a nondescript white building on a rather desolate 

strip of Southeast Powell, Ichidai is easy to miss. !e restaurant 
is not even visible from its entrance; the door opens up into a 
small hallway. But if you dare to step inside, you will enjoy one 
of the more authentic sushi dinners in town – at a surprisingly 
reasonable price. 

Ichidai, which has been at its current location since 1998, 
is owned by Sapporo-born sushi chef Akihiro Harakiuchi. !e 
chef sources a variety of seasonal "sh from Japan, Washington 
and Oregon. Many of Harakiuchi’s customers are regulars; you 
can "nd them happily chatting at the sushi bar. Other seating 
options include tables and family-friendly wooden booths. High 
chairs are available.
!e restaurant o#ers a variety of ways to enjoy sushi and 

sashimi (sliced raw "sh served without rice). You can start your 
meal with a small, seven-piece plate of yellowtail, salmon or 
tuna sashimi, or opt for an assortment of your choice. For your 
main course, you can play the sushi purist and order the Toku 
Jo-sushi combination: a six-piece tuna roll and eleven pieces of 
premium "sh like salmon belly and salmon roe. !ose who are 
watching their wallets can enjoy the 13-piece sushi combination 
at only $14.95. Another option is the chirashi-zushi, which is a 
variety of fresh sashimi scattered atop rice. You can also pick and 
choose from the à la carte menu, which includes lots of fusion 
favorites as well as traditional maki-zushi and nigiri-zushi. 

If you’re especially hungry, pair your sushi with lightly fried 
vegetable tempura or teriyaki rib eye, or order the Deluxe 
Ichidai Dinner: teriyaki beef, tempura, fried chicken, broiled 
"sh, sashimi, two pieces of sushi, seaweed salad and salted 
soybeans ($16.50). (You can request that your server substitute 
an avocado or cucumber roll for the California roll.)

In addition to sushi and sashimi, Ichidai o#ers a variety of 
cooked appetizers, combination dinners (all served with miso 
soup, rice and cucumber salad), and rice bowls and noodles. Kids 
are sure to love slurping down the slippery udon, and you can’t 
go wrong with a plate of kara-age (well-salted, fried chicken 
thigh nuggets served with a lemon slice). Treat them to a bowl 
of mochi ice cream at the end of the meal.

Ichidai is open for dinner Tuesday through Sunday. 
Reservations are recommended on the weekends.  
Kerry Politzer is a lifelong foodie who moved to Portland two years ago. She 
has written for Dessert Professional, IN New York, and WHERE Traveler.

503!227!NOSH "6674#
310 NW BROADWAY

PORTLAND, OR 97209
7AM!2PM DAILY 

WWW.BOWERYBAGELS.COM

Indian & Middle Eastern Cuisine
Hours: Tues – Thurs  & Sun 5 - 9     Fri – Sat 5 - 10

503.231.0740
www.bombaycricketclubrestaurant.com

1925 SE Hawthorne Blvd  Portland, OR 97214
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LBy Polina Olsen

Last year Jewish Family and Child Service’s annual !anksgiving food box gala had all 
the makings of success. Falling smack on the Jewish Federation of Greater Portland’s 
Community Action Day, the number of volunteers jumped threefold compared to 
typical years. But this year, stars have aligned to pair Hanukah and !anksgiving on 
the same day. JFCS needs an army to stu# !anksgiving boxes and Mitzvah Menorah 
Adopt-A-Family presents, all on Nov. 24. Can you and your family help?

“It’s a festive event,” says JFCS Homemaker Services Case Manager Missy Fry. 
“Last year, people wore turkey hats. We set up stations – turkey, pumpkin pie and 
everyone was hands-on. Someone with a pushcart came around collecting. About 
100 people were inside assembling, and 50 drivers delivered the food. We served 144 
households, which was 483 individuals.” 

In addition to box stu#ers and drivers, the programs depend on synagogues, agen-
cies and individuals to collect nonperishable food, adopt families and donate money 
to cover costs. Donations go straight to JFCS clients, Emergency Aid Case Manager 
Maria Rehbach says. !ey resemble the low-income population throughout the 

Combatting Hunger 
country: most are elderly, have children, 
or are disabled. Holocaust survivors need 
special services, and last year 10 families 
requested kosher food. 

 “When you ask our clients what 
they want for Adopt-A-Family presents, 
they often request gift cards for food or 
household items,” Maria says. “We get 
each family’s wishes and needs. People 
ask for diapers and wipes or a pan so they 
can cook. One Holocaust survivor who 
cannot chew asked for a meat grinder. 
Every request has a story behind it. !e 
key point is there are hunger issues in 
our community, and JFCS takes an active 
role.” 

Of course, JFCS hunger programs 
continue all year, with volunteers and 
donations always in demand. As a host 
agency for the Oregon Food Bank 
nutrition program, clients learn how 
to cook and eat a healthful diet on 
their limited budgets. In partnership 
with Congregation Kesser Israel, JFCS 
brought 108 households Passover boxes 
last year. !ey help with the annual “Day 
of Dignity,” which supplies free medical 
care and other services; work with the 
Jewish Federation of Greater Portland 
Community Relations Committee advo-
cating in the state legislature on hunger 
issues such as school breakfasts; and keep 
track of food banks and other resources. 
In addition to bigger projects, they hand 
out emergency grocery gift certi"cates.

Still, many "nd the !anksgiving and 
Hanukah programs the most instantly 
rewarding, especially for volunteers who 
deliver packages right to those in need. 
“It’s a good reminder of why we work so 
hard,” says Missy. “!is is the perfect op-
portunity to come together and support 
the community.”
!anksgiving and Mitzvah Menorah 

Adopt-a-Family boxes will be as-
sembled on Nov. 24 at Congregation 
Neveh Shalom. To learn more about the 
programs or to sign up and help, visit 
the JFCS website at jfcs-portland.org or 
call volunteer coordinator Liz Connor at 
503-226-7079.   

JFCS THANKSGIVUKKAH PARTNERS: Albertson’s (on Beaverton Hillsdale Highway) Beit Haverim Cedar Sinai Park Congregation Beth Israel  
Congregation Neveh Shalom Hinenu Congregation Shaarie Torah Congregation Shir Tikvah The Gan-Portland Jewish Preschool  
Jewish Federation of Greater Portland Mittleman Jewish Community Center Portland Jewish Academy Portland Mitzvah Network

[SPECIAL SECTION/HANUKKAH/FOOD]

JFCS food box, Adopt-A-Family 
programs need volunteers Nov. 24

Congregation Neveh Shalom’s 
youth group – including (from 
left) Joshua Spector, Jorden 
Cohen, Melissa Diamond and 
Ethan Brenner – helped deliver 
food boxes for last year’s JFCS 
event. Photo courtesy of JFCS and 
Congregation Neveh Shalom



WWW.EVERYTHINGJEWISH.BIZ
503.246.5437  |  6684 SW CAPITOL HWY PORTLAND OR 97219  |  INFO@EVERYTHINGJEWISH.BIZ

SUNDAY 11-3  |  MONDAY-THURSDAY 10-6  |  FRIDAY 10-1

Extended Pre-Holiday Hours! 
Nov. 24 open until 5 PM –  Nov. 26 & 27 open until 8 PM

Oregon’s Chanukah Superstore
BH
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EXPANDED GROCERY:
• Following a substantial upgrade, the entirely 

redesigned Barbur Boulevard Safeway store will 
reopen at noon, Nov. 6. The store will maintain 
a large offering of kosher bakery products, nine 
doors of kosher frozen food, a “store within a 
store” of kosher grocery items and a kosher deli. 
The full-service kosher deli and bakery are under 
the supervision of Oregon Kosher. Additionally, 
to maintain best kosher practices, Safeway has 
contracted with Oregon Kosher to ensure strict 
adherence to all kosher laws, and all employees 
will go through extensive kosher training. The 
new space also boasts a Starbucks, US Bank, 
an enclosed seating area with fireplace and a 
second-floor patio with views of Mount Hood. 
8145 SW Barbur Blvd.

• In consultation with Oregon Kosher, Fred 
Meyer Burlingame and Raleigh Hills stores 
have increased their selection of kosher foods 
significantly. Each store now features 32 feet 
of shelves for kosher dry groceries, four feet of 
refrigerated packaged kosher deli items (meats, 
cheeses, pickles, etc.), two freezer doors of frozen 
kosher chicken and entrees, a door of Alpenrose 
kosher dairy products and 40 additional kosher 
wines. 7555 SW Barbur Blvd. & 7700 SW 
Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy.

RECENTLY CERTIFIED BY OREGON KOSHER:
• I Heart Keenwah makes kosher dairy quinoa 

clusters. iheartkeenwah.com
• Straw Propeller Gourmet makes a variety of 

instant oatmeal products, both dairy and parve. 
strawpropellergourmetfoods.com

• Sunny’s Legendary Frozen Yogurt serves kosher 
dairy yogurt with about 24 kosher toppings. They 
also have some non-kosher toppings. Consumers 
are encouraged to reference the in-store kosher 
list. SW 45th and Vermont. sunnysfrozenyogurt.
com

Oregon Kosher is a nonprofit organization dedicated 
to promoting kashrut through supervision, 
education and research. For more information, visit 
Oregonkosher.org or facebook.com/OregonKosher.

Havurah ShalomHavurah Shalom
Reconstr uct ion i s t  Community

Havurah Shalom 

Chanukah 

Celebration
Sunday, December 1, 4:00-6:00 pm

Warm, casual celebration open to 

the community. Join us for singing, 

potluck dinner, and fabulous Chanukah 

ice cream sundaes!

Free; RSVPs required.

RSVP by November 20th 

to RSVP@havurahshalom.org 

with family name, ages of any children, 

and the vegetarian dish you wish to bring 

.

Wishing you Wishing you Wishing you 

a joyous a joyous a joyous 

Chanukah from Chanukah from Chanukah from 

Havurah Havurah Havurah Havurah Havurah Havurah 

Shalom! Shalom! Shalom! 

N E W  K O S H E R 
O P T I O N S
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Privileged to be helping Portland smile for over 30 years.

Flexible, interest free payment plans available.

503.246.9802
www.garfinkleortho.com 
1616 SW Sunset Blvd, Suite G, Portland, OR 97239

Complimentary Consultations for 
Adults and Children

Congregation Kol Ami presents

Latkefest

G
ames • Crafts • Music • Buffet Dinner

360-896-8088 • www.jewishvancouverusa.org
7800 NE 119th Street • Vancouver WA 98662

Sunday, December 1st
5:00-7:00 PM

Call for tickets

Featuring our famous Men’s Club Latkes! 
Bring your Chanukiah!
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By Deborah Moon
Seth “!e Dreidel” Hill 
hopes the spinning and 
jumping techniques he 
honed on Oregon sidewalks 
and ski slopes will carry 
him to the "rst Olympic 
snowboard slopestyle 
competition in February.

“Basically slopestyle is a 
full run down the hill with 
di#erent obstacles – three to four 
jumps and two or three rails or jibs,” 
explains Seth, describing the rails as similar 
to the handrails on stairs that skateboarders love to 
grind. “!e skateboard in$uence is huge.”

Born and raised in Jacksonville, Seth "rst strapped on a pair 
of skis at the age of 2 and began skateboarding when he was 
about 5. Now 25, he credits both of those early activities with 
developing the skills that made him one of only eight male 
snowboarders invited to compete in the 2014 Olympic U.S. 
slopestyle selection events. While snowboarders have competed 
at the Olympics in giant slalom and half-pipe since 1998, 2014 
will be the "rst Olympic slopestyle competition. As in half-pipe 
competitions, judges score the acrobatic competitors for style 
and di&culty of their run.

“Skis and skateboards both played a major part in shaping my 
abilities,” says Seth, adding that skiing taught him how to use 
edges and to understand how snow moves, while skateboarding 
shaped his style. “!e rule was I could start snowboarding when 
I was 10. On my 10th birthday I got a snowboard and haven’t 
touched skis since.”

Seth says he often spins like a dreidel when he does a 1080 
spin (three full rotations in the air). But his nickname didn’t 
originate with his snowboarding antics. Seth says the nickname 
started due to “a strange urge of some college friends to call me 
Jew, as I was the only one in the house of six of us. With maybe 
a little help from me, it transformed into the less derogatory 
dreidel. I personally feel it’s pretty "tting … because I’m Jewish 
and proud of it and spend just about every day spinning around Snowboarding photos by Brandon Huttenlocher
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Follow Seth’s Road to Sochi 
The finals (and possibly more) of each of the following 2014 
Olympic U.S. Slopestyle selection events are being televised on NBC 
or NBC Sports; check your local listings.
Dec. 12-15: Dew Tour, Breckenridge, CO
Dec. 19-22: Copper Mountain Grand Prix, CO
Jan. 9-12: North Star Grand Prix, CA
Jan. 16-19: Mammoth Mountain Grand Prix, CA (two events in one)

Snowboarding photos by Brandon Huttenlocher
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like a dreidel. Unlike most (snowboard-
ers), I do my backside 10 $at on 1 axis 
with a tail grab that gives a sort of point 
on the bottom and hand up like the top of 
a dreidel.” 

Raised in Oregon’s Rogue Valley, Seth’s 
family attended Temple Emek Shalom 
in Ashland, where he attended religious 
school and became a bar mitzvah. 
Attending the University of Colorado in 
Boulder, he participated in Hillel events, 
though he notes, “It wasn’t my niche.” In 
2012 he went on a Birthright Israel trip. 
“Just being active in Judaism, you hear 
about it. It’s pretty popular.”

He describes the impact as “huge.” He 
says he even looked into moving to Israel 
and trying to get on the Israeli national 
team. “But the hoops were more than I 
could do in a year,” and the Olympics 
were coming up.

“I want to go to the Olympics because 
it’s basically the pinnacle of competition,” 
says Seth. “I know I am getting a little 
old to do too much more competing. So 
it would be great to be able to represent 
the U.S. in such a world-renowned event 
while I am still trying to compete.”

Seth’s drive to excel on the snow began 
early. His father, Michael Slater, had been 
a ski instructor in Switzerland. “I’ve been 
on snow my whole life,” says Seth. He says 
he’s fortunate that both his dad and mom, 
Janice Abrams Slater, “are on the snow 
as much as me.” Early on Seth wanted 
to follow his brother, Aaron Hill, who is 
seven years his senior, into snowboarding. 
Since his parents insisted he wait till he 
was 10, he took up skateboarding when he 
wasn’t on the ski slopes.

Wanting their son to attend a strong 
college-preparatory school, his parents 

“Training is a fairly vague word for 
snowboarders. Mostly it’s having 

fun and doing what I love each day.” 
— Seth Hill

AIRBORNE – Seth Hill is airborne as he practices slopestyle 
snowboard skills this summer at Mt. Hood, where he was a 
coach at Timberline’s Summer Snowboard Camp. 
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sent him to St. Mary’s School in nearby Medford. At the high 
school, he joined the advisory board to develop the school’s 

freestyle ski and snowboard programs. At CU in Boulder 
he was on the snowboard team every year until he 
graduated in 2010 with a bachelor’s degree in sociology 

and business. 
“When I graduated, Sims Snowboards put me on a full 

professional contract, so I’m able to concentrate solely on 
snowboarding,” says Seth. “It’s a big personal feat being able 
to do what I love nonstop. Training is a fairly vague word for 
snowboarders. Mostly it’s having fun and doing what I love 
each day.”

“Extreme sports are di#erent from team sports,” he says. 
In addition to competing, he also has had parts in movies 

for the snowboard industry showcasing “di#erent tricks, parks 
and backcountry mainly for the snowboard industry.” When 
he’s "lming he wears the clothes and uses the equipment 
made by his sponsors –Sims Snowboards, Smith Optics, Drift 
Camera, Phunkshunwear and Full Circle (a Washington cloth-
ing company). 

During last year’s Ticket to Ride world snowboard tour he 
was ranked 21st in the world. In August he headed for Australia 
for this year’s TTR tour. !ough the tour isn’t part of the 
Olympic qualifying events, Seth says, “It’s good to have contests 
under your belt before you start trying out for the Olympics.”

He thinks that this year he has a better edge for the early 
season events. He spent the summer as a coach at High 
Cascade Snowboard Camp on Mount Hood.

ASHLAND BAR MITZVAH — At his bar mitzvah celebration at 
Temple Emek Shalom in Ashland, Seth Hill is flanked by his 
parents Michael Slater and Janice Abrams Slater.

1221 SW Yamhill Street, Suite 301, Portland, Oregon 97205
P| 503.226.7079    W| www.JFCS-Portland.org

JFCS & YOU
Saving Lives, Restoring Hope

Please join the Portland community on 
November 24, 2013 

between 9:00 - 3:00 p.m. 
for assembly & delivery

Thanksgiving 
Food Boxes

Mitzvah Menorah
Adopt-a-Family

Sign up at 
www.jfcs-portland.org

to donate &/or volunteer today!

Impac is a direct agency seller which 
means you can expect great programs, 
extremely competitive pricing  
and fast service.

The “Impac” name may be “New”  
but our lending expertise is rich  
with deep roots throughout the  
local community.

Neighborhood lending is back with Impac.

©2011 Excel Mortgage Servicing Inc., DBA Impac Mortgage. NMLS # 128231.(CLS# 128231)www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org. Registered 
trade/service marks are the property of Excel Mortgage Servicing Inc. All illustrations and designs are the property of Excel Mortgage 
Servicing Inc., and/or its affiliates. Rates, fees and programs are subject to change without notice. Other restrictions may apply. Licensed 
by the Department of Corporations under the California Residential Mortgage Lending Act (License #4131083).

Local. Experienced. Dedicated

829 NW 19th Ave.• Portland, Oregon 97209  
Phone (503) 243-2674  • Toll free 1-800-595-7280

Jim Lowenstein NMLS # 57654
Branch Manager/Sr. Loan Officer

Call today to find out how something “New”  
can be just like calling an old friend.

Residential Financing Programs Include: 
• Conventional •FHA/VA •Jumbo •USDA
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Working for you and our  
community since !"#$   

and

RIDING THE RAILS — Seth Hill uses 
the skateboarding skills he developed 
growing up in the Rogue Valley when 

he slides down a rail in slopestyle 
snowboard competitions. Seth is 

one of just eight male snowboarders 
invited to participate in the slopestyle 

selection events to name the U.S. 
Olympic Snowboard Team. Slopestyle 

snowboarding will be an Olympic event 
for the first time at the 2014 Olympics in 

Sochi, Russia, Feb 7-23.

BIRTHRIGHT — Seth Hill prays 
at the Western Wall of the 

Temple Mount in Jerusalem 
during a 2012 Birthright-Israel 
trip. Following the free 10-day 

trip available to all Jewish 
young adults, he spent another 

few days in Tel Aviv with the 
American and Israeli friends he 

made on the Birthright trip.
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Pearl District . Hollywood . Hawthorne . Lake Oswego

JOE MENASHE 
Managing principal broker

 Surveyed in the top 7% 
of all Portland Real Estate Professionals for 2013	  

Portland Monthly Magazine

The Portland area real estate market 
is back in full swing and opportunities abound—

Selling or Buying?...  Let me help you with your next move

Let’s talk soon
503-784-1855 

JoeMenashe@RealtyTrust.com

“Usually I have had three months o#,” he says. “A lot of 
riders go to New Zealand. !is year I think I’ll have more of 
an edge having stayed on the snow.”

Mount Hood is the main place for summer skiing in the 
United States, so coaching in the summer camps was a great 
opportunity to stay on the snow as much as possible. He says 
he usually had one to two hours a day to practice after camp.

“It’s hard to learn new tricks after a day of coaching, but it’s 
good to keep the style going and stay active,” says Seth.

In addition to the opportunity to stay on the snow, he 
enjoyed working with the kids and young adults he coached. 
“I like to give back to the snowboard community,” he says, 
noting he is involved in many charitable activities associated 
with snowboarding. He gives presentations for POW – Protect 
Our Winters – an organization that engages the snow sports 
community in combatting global warming. 

When he gets back from the TTR tour, he’ll head to 
Breckenridge for !e Dew Tour, the "rst event in the Olympic 
selection season. He lives in Breckenridge, which may give 
him a bit of a home-"eld advantage, though he says it hasn’t 
historically been his best competition. But his parents will be 
there to watch, and he’s hoping Oregon viewers will tune in to 
see the "nals on NBC or NBC Sports (see page 35).  
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[GUEST COLUMN]

By Robert Horenstein

We Jews have good reason to worry. We worry about all sorts of 
threats: the threat to Israel of a nuclear-armed Iran; the threat 
of terrorism against vulnerable Jewish institutions; the threat of 
anti-Semitism, which is on the rise in Europe; and the threat 
of assimilation, which, here in the diaspora, is diminishing our 
numbers.

We are also facing another, perhaps much more serious 
threat, yet many, if not most, of us don’t seem worried at all. 
!at’s because: a) this threat isn’t only of concern to the Jews; 
b) the problem isn’t necessarily thought of as a core “Jewish” 
issue; c) there’s a concerted corporate lobbying e#ort in the 
United States to convince us that the threat isn’t real; and, most 
signi"cantly, d) the consequences of our inaction, we mistakenly 
tell ourselves, are far into the future.

I’m talking about global warming, or euphemistically speak-
ing, climate change. An August report issued by the American 
Meteorological Society, which was compiled by 384 scientists 
from 52 countries, cites 2012 as among the 10 warmest years 
on record and indicates that heat-trapping greenhouse gases are 
climbing, sea levels are rising and Arctic sea ice is melting. Put 
bluntly, our planet is getting hotter more rapidly than at any 
time in recorded history.

As a result, we’re already witnessing more severe storms, 
extreme heat waves and $ooding, prolonged droughts and dev-
astating wild"res all across the globe. Apparently, however, these 
alarming conditions aren’t enough for a critical mass to take 
the threat of global warming seriously. Meanwhile, other, more 
gradual e#ects lead to even deeper complacency. 

Several years ago, for example, I traveled to the Athabasca 
Glacier in the Canadian Rockies, the most visited glacier in 
North America. Having also been to Athabasca 30 years earlier, 
I could discern the slow but steady melting that had occurred in 
the time between visits. In fact, since the late 1880s, the glacier 
has receded more than 1.5 kilometers.

True, we’re talking about a period of 125 years, meaning the 
glacier is receding on average a “mere” three centimeters per 
day. !at hardly sounds like a reason to panic. Experts predict, 
moreover, that at the current rate of melting it would still be 
a few centuries before the glacier disappears altogether, thus 
ostensibly giving us ample time to reverse global warming.

Or does it? Such complacency is dangerous because it 

We have a lot to worry about 
fools us into believing we can 
procrastinate. !e extreme rate at 
which carbon dioxide is rising in 
our atmosphere is 75 times faster 
than in the pre-industrial period. 
According to Bob Ward, policy 
director at the Grantham Research 
Institute on Climate Change at 
the London School of Economics, “We are creating a prehistoric 
climate in which human societies will face huge and potentially 
catastrophic risks. Only by urgently reducing global emissions 
will we be able to avoid the full consequences of turning back the 
climate clock by three million years.”
!e United States comprises just 4.5% of the world’s popula-

tion yet produces 25% of all heat-trapping gases. If any country 
bears a heavy moral obligation to take action, it’s us. President 
Obama’s plan, announced in June, to impose strict standards 
for carbon emissions from power plants while accelerating 
investment in renewable energy is an important, if belated, step 
forward, but it will have to overcome tough opposition from 
Congressional Republicans who believe it will have a chilling 
e#ect on the economy, not the environment.

In the Jewish community, I’m astounded by those who insist 
that climate change isn’t a Jewish issue. “Don’t we have bigger 
"sh to fry?” they ask. My response: It’s the Earth that’s frying 
–saving it and preventing human su#ering can no longer take a 
back seat to other issues. 

As long as Jews live on this planet, the environment will be a 
Jewish responsibility. In addition, there’s the potentially devastat-
ing impact of global warming on the Jewish state. Some Israeli 
climatologists predict that even a modest increase in overall 
temperature could lead to shortened rainy seasons, more extreme 
weather events and, ultimately, the expansion of the Negev desert 
by as much as 200 kilometers to the north.

Clearly, failure to heed the warning signs of climate change 
will have disastrous consequences. As Abraham Lincoln once 
poignantly said, “You cannot escape the responsibility of tomor-
row by evading it today.”
Robert Horenstein is director of community relations for the Jewish 
Federation of Greater Portland and a freelance writer.

Such  complacency  is  dangerous  because  it  

fools  us  into  believing    

we can procrastinate. 
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[FASHION]

Kira Brown is a certified personal stylist 
and fashion writer. Kira has interviewed 
many fashion icons including Tim Gunn, 
jeweler Neil Lane, international makeup 
artist Jemma Kidd and Ken Downing of 
Neiman Marcus. Kira also offers virtual 
style consultations for women and men. 
Contact her at kira@fashionphoenix.com. 

Know your style to 
minimize spending, 
maximize “fabulosity”

By Kira Brown

I recently read the results of a survey on how much women spend 
on their clothing and was taken aback. On average, women spend 
$125,000 in their lifetime on their style! Roughly, the report 
continued, that works out to between $180 and $480 per month. 
!at’s a lot of money each month!

But that’s not what shocked me. Here’s what I "nd astonish-
ing: some women (and I used to be one of them) are willing to 
spend about a car-payment’s worth of money each month on 
looking good, without knowing their body, style, best colors and 
the basics of fashion.%
!ere are very simple rules of "t, color and style that can ben-

e"t each woman to maximize her best features and maximize her 
best self. !ese can be taught by a professional stylist in just one 
easy session. Measure your body for best "t and body type, train 
the eye for your best assets and ways to minimize challenging 
body areas, and assess what colors are best for you – these are the 
baseline assessments that should be considered before swiping 
that credit card. It will help you maximize wear, functionality and 
fabulosity.%

Glamorous stylists such as Rachel Zoe highlight celebrity 
style and the over-the-top style of the mega-rich, which makes it 
seem that stylists are only for the top 1%. However, even if your 
need for a custom-"t Oscar de la Renta is nil, I would encourage 

100% of women to spend your fashion cash wisely on yourself, 
what "ts for you and what makes you feel fantastic.

After one session, I have seen that my clients see themselves 
a little more objectively and start to see how easy it is to high-
light their best features. Also, many clients reduce their emo-
tional shopping (that $100 spent at the mall after a breakup) 
or the boredom shopping (that other $100 spent on items you 
don’t need and for no reason). We’ve all done both, but there’s a 
better way.%

Before you go shopping or spend another dollar, see a per-
sonal shopper. Take an hour to "gure out your shape, best colors 
and best features and start focusing on them all. I’m sure you’ll 
start to see yourself in a better light, stop spending unnecessarily 
and, hopefully, start looking and feeling better every day!
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I love watching young children try things for 
the first time, get over their fears, grow in 

confidence, form great friendships and find 
themselves as young adults. This is truly a 
magical experience. — Jemma Helen TaylorINSIDE

—International staff at BB Camp
—Tide pools at Camp Miriam
—Grants for first-time campers
—Solomon Schechter’s new heights

By Suzye Kleiner 

Connections are something we seek 
as humans. !ey broaden our frame 
of reference, make us feel a part of 
something and help us understand the 
world we live in. 

Connections are a big component 
of camp – allowing kids to connect 
with friends, Judaism and di#erent 
opportunities while o#ering the chance 
to disconnect from technology and the 
rigors of daily life. While B’nai B’rith 
Camp is located on a slice of Devil’s 
Lake with strong Oregon roots, it also 
attracts campers from Arizona and 32 
other states, as well as counselors from 
all over the world. 

In fact, BB Camp employs approxi-
mately 15 international sta# members 
each summer. Over the years sta# from 
more than 20 countries have added 
depth and dimension to BB Camp 
programming. !e Israeli delegation 
of counselors (shlichim) gives campers 
an opportunity to learn "rsthand about 
Israel.  

“!e best part is that each interna-
tional sta# member brings a little piece 
of their home country with them, which 
o#ers our campers a unique view of 
cultural diversity and an important and 
broader worldview perspective,” says 
Michelle Koplan, executive director of 
BB Camp. “!is new insight brings with 
it real growth for our campers and sta#.”  

Jemma Helen Taylor, head of the 
younger unit, created an evening pro-
gram of the Scottish Highland Games. 
Jemma, 23, is a primary school teacher 
in Scotland, UK, and has spent two 
summers at BB Camp. !e Highland 
Games, which represent activities that 
take place throughout Scotland, consist 
of tossing the caber (a log/cardboard 
camp version), a hammer throw and 
highland dancing. Campers were split 
into clans where they worked together to 
develop a Scottish name, a coat of arms 
and a tartan (plaid cloth).  

“I love watching young children try 
things for the "rst time, get over their 

[SPECIAL SECTION/CAMPS]

Israeli and other international staff  
expand horizons for BB campers 
Israeli and other international staff  
expand horizons for BB campers 

CAMP IS MORE THAN FUN
Like all overnight camps, Jewish 

sleep-away camps help young campers 
learn valuable life skills that enhance 
their lives in college and beyond. Jewish 
camps have the added benefit of creating 
confident, engaged Jewish adults.

Jewish culture flourishes at Jewish 
overnight camps. Several studies show 
Jewish camps build Jewish identity. 
(See One Happy Camper on page 45 for 
details from the “Camp Works” study.) 

Numerous studies have shown youth 
benefit from attending any sleep-away 
camp. An article in the February 2012 
issue of Psychology Today by Dr. Michael 
Ungar, PhD, explores why kids who went 
to summer camp are more successful in 
college. They have experience being away 
from home and making decisions in a 
non-family environment. Dorms are like 
camp cabins in that they have to live with 
someone who’s not a family member. 

The article also points out that camp 
makes kids resilient. Campers form new 
relationships; learn how to be proud of 
their achievements; have the chance to 
be “just kids” who interact without the 
baggage they carry at school; feel in con-
trol of their own lives; get a day balanced 
with activity, fresh air and good food; gain 
a sense of belonging; and acquire an 
awareness of culture. 
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fears, grow in con"dence, form great friendships and "nd them-
selves as young adults. !is is truly a magical experience,” says 
Jemma. “I was able to introduce the children to my culture, and 
I love that the kids were shocked to learn how small Scotland/
UK is in comparison to the U.S.”  

Every year on Israeli Day the camp is transformed with 
decorations by the Israeli delegation along with a sense of spirit 
that results in many painted blue and white faces. Israeli Boot 
Camp, pita-making at the "re pit, a falafel lunch, Israeli danc-
ing, “Escape to Israel” and informational stations about life in 
Israel make it a memorable day.  

Idan Gross, 23, of Pardesiya, Israel, studied computer science 
and Arabic, and trained as a medic in the Israeli Army. “I made 
kids look at things in a di#erent way,” says Idan. 

BB Camp allowed Idan, along with several other Israelis, the 
opportunity to visit America; they arrived with custom-made 
T-shirts re$ecting their group. Although he lives with Judaism 
all around him at home, Idan says that singing the prayers was 
new to him.  

International sta# members also enrich camp life with songs, 
cheers, art and dances from their native lands. In BB Camp’s 
Havdalah tradition, the song “Everybody Loves Saturday Night” 
winds down in English before international sta# members sing 
it in their language or accent, and the whole camp joins in. 

“Languages and accents enhance children’s abilities to com-
municate and think critically,” says Michelle. 
!e kids love to listen to Matthew Hallgarth read Harry 

Potter in his real English accent. Matthew, 25, is from 
Nottingham, England, and has spent the last six summers at BB 
Camp, most recently as the older unit head.  

“!e initial response from Americans to any international 
sta# member is always intrigue,” says Matthew. “I love this 
because the whole point of my being at camp is to o#er camp-
ers a slightly di#erent perspective, to expose them to di#erent 
cultures and widen their sphere of in$uence.” 

Israeli and other international staff  
expand horizons for BB campers 
Israeli and other international staff  
expand horizons for BB campers 

BB Camp News
The popular Maccabee 
session for younger 
campers is moving to 
midsummer. A new tikkun 
olam program for 11th 
graders also launches 
next summer.
Visit bbcamp.org to 
register for summer 2014

Counselor Idan Gross of Israel, center, plays the role of a Polish father during 
Escape to Israel day at BB Camp.
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Additionally, specialty chugims (activities) are woven into camp 
curriculum to re$ect the talent of counselors. International sta#ers 
contribute greatly to these chugims whether it be soccer, rugby or, 
in Emanuela (Mani) Tancsic’s case, jump rope. 

Mani, 23, is from Taplanszentkereszt, Hungary, and has been 
impressing and teaching her world-class jump-roping skills at BB 
Camp for the past three summers. In 2007 her Szombathelyi Jump 
Rope Club team won third place in the European Championship 
in the Netherlands.  

Mani imparts her “skipping” skills, which involve acrobatics, 
agility, endurance, playfulness and spectacular choreographies, to 
campers who want to learn jump rope. !e most popular skill is 
double Dutch, which features two jump ropes being turned in op-
posite directions simultaneously.  

Although the international sta# comes from a wide range of 
countries, a common thread is that American-style camps just don’t 
exist in their home countries. !ey love the warmth, camaraderie 
and “magic” of camp that allows them to watch children grow as 
individuals in the space of a few weeks. !ose who are not Jewish 
leave camp embracing Jewish culture, and those who are Jewish 
enjoy sharing their Judaism infused by their own culture with 
young Jewish Americans. 

When the campers and sta# return home to their daily routines 
and technology, they have an enhanced view of the world and have 
made new friends to connect with on Facebook.  
Suzye Kleiner resides in Scottsdale and spends her summers at BB Camp. She 
has enjoyed the positions of camp store manager, photographer and writer.

Now Enrolling for Religious School!Beit Haverim
1111 Country Club Dr. 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034

Beit Haverim invites you to our 

All New Tot Shabbat 
led by Rabbi Alan Berg

Sat, Nov. 9, 9:30 AM
A fun-fi lled service of songs and stories 

for pre-school age children and their families!

www.beithav.org 
 info@beithav.org

503-344-4839

Enjoy Shabbat with your child 
and get to know other young families at Beit Haverim.

This month we’ll be celebrating Chanukah 
with Latke tasting and crafts!

RSVP for Tot Shabbat appreciated, but not required

Counselor Mati Poor of Israel tries to figure out what is 
going on at Maccabiah games held at BB Camp.
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ONE HAPPY CAMPER PROGRAM OFFERS 
NEED-BLIND GRANTS 

The challenge of passing along Jewish connection 
and commitment to the next generation has become one 
of the most important concerns of the American Jewish 
community. CAMP WORKS, a study by the Foundation for 
Jewish Camp examining the long term impact of Jewish 
overnight camp, shows compelling evidence that camp 
builds Jewish identity, community and leadership. It 
found that adults who attended Jewish overnight camp 
are 30% more likely to donate to a Jewish federation, 
37% more likely to light candles regularly for Shabbat, 
45% more likely to attend synagogue at least once a 
month and 55% more likely to feel very emotionally 
attached to Israel. 

To enable as many children as possible to experience 
the power of Jewish camp, FJC has partnered with more 
than 70 federations, camps and camp movements, as 
well as the Harold Grinspoon Foundation (PJ Goes to 
Camp for families who have had a child enrolled in PJ 
Library) to provide need-blind grants of up to $1,000 
to families with children attending nonprofit Jewish 
overnight camp for the first time through the One Happy 
Camper program. To date, more than 50,000 grants 
totaling almost $50,000,000 have been distributed 
throughout North America. One Happy Camper grant 
recipients, just like all campers, are infused with Jewish 
education, awareness and identity while having fun, with 
many returning to Jewish camp summer after summer.

Families with children attending one of over 155 
nonprofit Jewish overnight camps for their first summer 
may receive a grant regardless of need or background. 
They can find camps with varying levels of observance 
and activities, as well as apply for grants by visiting 
OneHappyCamper.org.  

“The Jewish summer camp experience affects 
children in countless ways and opens their hearts to the 
joy of being Jewish,” says FJC CEO, Jeremy J. Fingerman. 
“We are passionate about making that experience 
possible for every Jewish child.”

EXPERIENCE
outdoor  oregon  ad

venture  •  

sports  &  theater  
•  

  •  endless  fun

FIRST TIME
CAMPER?
Up  to  $1000  

grants  available!

campmiriam.org camp.miriam@gmail.com
Ph: (604) 266-2825

 Habonim Dror

Camp Miriam 
Gabriola Island, BC

 

“Every  day  we  have  fun  and  every  day  we  learn  
  something!”  -  a  nine  year  old  camper      

“Meaningful,  educational  and  fun  social  experience  that  
has  the  kids  waiting  and  wishing  for  more!”  -  a  parent

 

TIDE POOL FUN AT CAMP MIRIAM
A group of 10-year-old campers play in the tide pool on the beach in 
front of Camp Miriam on the West Coast of Canada. Habonim Dror 
Camp Miriam is located on a 20-acre waterfront site on beautiful 
Gabriola Island, which is a 20-minute ferry ride from the city of 
Nanaimo on Vancouver Island.  campmiriam.org



Together WE do extraordinary things
503.245.6219 | www.jewishportland.org

6680 SW Capitol Highway | Portland, OR 97219

JewishPDX

community
SUPER SUNDAY
ACT ION DAY

On DECEMBER 8 in Just 2 Hours . . .
You can help secure critical funds for our programs and agencies and 
inspire Jewish community through volunteerism and tzedakah.
 
Sign up to become a volunteer for  
Super Sunday Community Phone-a-thon 

Sunday, December 8, 2013
9:30 AM - 8:30 PM AT THE MJCC

® THE STRENGTH OF A PEOPLE.
THE POWER OF COMMUNITY.

Sign up for a 2-hour shift today at  
www.jewishportland.org/supersunday
or call us 503.245.6219
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CSS climbing tower challenges campers to scale new heightsTBy Jef Nobbe

!is summer campers at Camp Solomon Schechter were 
introduced to a new challenge – a 45-foot climbing tower. 
!e structure, nestled against the woods at the end of the 
sports "eld, features two di#erent walls, one for beginner-to-
intermediate climbers and the other for advanced-to-expert 
climbers.  

“Having some variability in the di&culty on each wall has 
been great,” says Executive Director Sam Perlin. “Campers 
can test their abilities by trying the more di&cult side of the 
wall, while still being able to move back to the easier side to 
complete a successful climb.”
!e climbing tower completes Schechter’s "ve-year plan 

to create a robust program that progressively teaches the 
campers – in a Jewish setting – team building, self-con"dence, 
social skills, problem solving and other youth development 
skills, along with inspiring campers to improve their agility 
and physical coordination. !e other two legs of this program 
are the Challenge Course (built in 2010) and the Zip Tour 
(installed in 2011).

Aleph campers complete the simpler low elements of the 
Challenge Course and the “tamer,” a single-leg zip line in 
the Challenge Course area. !e Bet campers participate in 

CSS climbing tower challenges campers to scale new heights
the harder low elements and the simpler high elements on 
the Challenge Course, the Zip Tour and the beginner-to-
intermediate wall of the climbing tower. !e Gimmel campers 
test themselves on the more advanced high elements of the 
Challenge Course and the advanced-to-expert wall of the 
climbing tower. And the Oded program utilizes all elements to 
teach these counselors-in-training how to lead activities in this 
program and to learn about leadership, team building and the 
group process.

“!e climbing tower has been an amazing addition to the 
summer camp experience at Schechter,” says Assistant Director 
David Furman. “!ere is nothing so rewarding as seeing a 
camper’s awestruck, and a bit nervous, face when they "rst 
look up from the bottom of the wall as I hook them onto the 
belay rope. !is is followed by the intense concentration as they 
choose their path up the wall. !en their beaming smile and 
hoots of joy as they ring the bell at the top!”
!e climbing tower at Camp Solomon Schechter was made 

possible by grants from the Samis Foundation in Seattle and the 
Holzman Family Foundation in Portland. 
Jef Nobbe is the development director of Camp Solomon Schechter.

[SPECIAL SECTION/CAMPS]
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CSS climbing tower challenges campers to scale new heights

206-447-1967
info@CampSchechter.org

REGISTER NOW! 
www.CampSchechter.org   

WHERE JUDAISM AND JOY ARE ONE!

CSS climbing tower challenges campers to scale new heights

Camp Solomon Schechter’s new climbing tower has walls for 

beginners and more advanced climbers. Photo by Josh Niehaus
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SENIORS
Goldie and Leonard Barde

By Polina Olsen

Most people know Goldie Barde for her 
great work as president of the Robison 
Home Sisterhood or the religious 
services she led at Cedar Sinai Park. 
!ey remember when she and her late 
husband, Leonard, received the 2008 
Maurice D. Sussman Memorial Award 
for their contributions to the community. 
But many don’t know her fascinating 
history of growing up Jewish in Portland 
during the 1920s and ’30s. Only her three 
children, eight grandchildren and 10 
great-grandchildren hear the stories she’s 
happy to share.

“My earliest memory is First Street,” 
Goldie said during a recent interview at 
her home in Beaverton. “I was born up-
stairs from Korsun’s Grocery. I remember 
women sitting in front of Calistro and 
Halperin’s delicatessen on boxes and 
chairs schmoozing all day in Yiddish. !ey 
weren’t good at English until the children 
went to school, and then they learned 
from us. And Dora Levine’s "sh market 
was a centerpiece. !ey had a tank outside, 
and the kids loved looking at that.”

Goldie’s parents, Rose and Louis 
Puziss, made their way to Portland from 
Uman, Ukraine. When her father and un-
cle were on furlough from the Czar’s army, 
the family escaped. Her father opened a 
tailor shop, and when Goldie was 4, they 
moved to SW Park and Clifton. 

With 10 rooms and three stories, 
the family’s "ve children had plenty of 
room. Goldie’s grandparents, Bernard and 
Sarah Blackman, lived next door, and her 
aunt lived across the street. !e children 
walked to Shattuck School and Lincoln 
High. “You could be late; when you heard 
the bell, you could still make it in time,” 
Goldie said. She remembers a Jewish 
neighborhood with Congregation Shaarie 
Torah across the street. 

“My mother was a dressmaker in Uman 
and had her own business at 13,” Goldie 
said. “She sewed for the rich ladies. When 

she came to America, it helped her a lot.” 
Soon after moving to the Park Blocks, 
Rose Puziss opened a secondhand cloth-
ing store called Rose’s Garment Shop in a 
ground $oor space on SW !ird Avenue 
and Je#erson. 

“It was Depression time” Goldie said. 
“She was successful because she knew 
how to buy. She could go through a rack 
in seconds where we would look and 
look. She mostly bought at storefront 
rummage sales run by high society people 
as fundraisers. She knew whether clothes 
needed work and transferred decorations 
from one garment to another – a button, 
a $ower. And she altered garments – no 
charge.”

Rose’s sales sense contributed to her 
success. “She fed customers co#ee, cookies 
and crackers; she always had that go-
ing,” Goldie said. “She sold shoes for 25 
cents. She’d bend them and say, ‘See how 
$exible?’ or hit the sole with her thimble 
and say, ‘See how good this is?’ She had 
layaway. And she developed a following of 
people who kept coming back.

“A lot of customers were what my 
mother called nafkes,” Goldie continued. 
“!at’s a woman of ill repute. !ey loved 
my mother and were so nice to me. !e 
Depression caused heartache. One time, 
a classy-looking woman walked in. She 
said, ‘My husband committed suicide; we 
have nothing.’ You know, big investors lost 
everything. My mother sat her down, gave 
her co#ee and found a dress for her – no 
charge.” 

At that time, Portland’s Roma (Gypsy) 
population lived in storefronts near the 
garment shop.  Stores didn’t carry the 
styles they preferred – voluminous blouses 

THE TIMES THEY ARE 
A-CHANGIN’,
AND SO ARE SENIORS’ 
EXPECTATIONS

In 2012 more than 20% of 
Oregonians were age 60 or older. 
By 2030, the U.S. Census Bureau 
estimates that 23% will be that age. 
The percentage of adults 65 and 
older in the Jewish population was 
19% compared to 12% in the total 
U.S. population in 2000. 

Seniors today live longer, more 
active lives than earlier generations. 
Today’s 75-year-olds are thinking 
about vacations, who to play tennis 
with and how they can participate in 
their community. Many take on new 
careers or become authors to share 
their life experiences.

Baby boomers’ expectations 
about aging differ from those of 
previous generations, creating many 
new trends in senior care. Boomers 
want to do things their own way; 
perceive themselves as youthful; 
expect systems to accommodate their 
lifestyle choices; and have very high 
expectations for quality.

All of those changes are creating 
new ways to serve seniors.

INSIDE
—Remembering the old hood
—Protect your brain, naturally
—Family Caregivers Month
—Seniors celebrate Hanukkah

Goldie Barde 
remembers her old 
neighborhood
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and skirts, big sleeves, scoop necks – but Rose Puziss whipped 
them up in no time $at. When their local king died, the Roma 
held up the funeral procession until Rose could "nish his "nal 
out"t, and they then carried his body high on a gurney as they 
paraded through the streets.

Goldie often visited her mother’s store and “lived” at the 
Jewish Community Center, then on 13th Avenue. Her friends 
formed a sorority called Megas that met every other week. 

 “!e Lincoln !eater was 10 blocks away,” she said. “Girls 
came home at 11 o’clock at night and nobody worried. !ey 
had silent pictures, and a young man played the organ. 

“!is guy called Paul drove a popcorn wagon,” Goldie said. 
“We’d buy popcorn or ice cream during breaks at Lincoln 
High.” Paul established himself in front of Berg’s !eater on 
First Street until Mr. Berg got his own machine and refused 
to let Paul’s popcorn in. “Kids liked to sit through the movie 
twice, but Mr. Berg walked up and down the aisles, and if he 
recognized you, you had to get out,” Goldie said. 

Goldie also remembers mothers chatting on Park Block’s 
benches while children played games nonstop. 

“!ere were hardly any cars, so we played ball in the street 
and roller skated,” she said. “!e best part was the Fourth of 
July. Our neighbor, Mr. Potter, opened a "reworks store to 
make some money, and he’d bring back the leftovers and set 
up pinwheels and rockets. Kids today miss out on the kinds of 
experiences I had.” 

CALL TODAY

(503) 736-3642
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crucial electrolyte that is severely lacking in many diets. As it is 
a co-factor in thousands of biochemical reactions in the brain, 
it is important to ensure that you supplement with enough of it 
to make up for what is often lacking in the diet. 
!e discussion of electrolytes lends itself to further testing 

that can be ordered to determine the status of 35 micronu-
trients, many of which play a crucial role in optimal brain 
function. !ese nutrients are not part of a standard medical 
panel, but specialty testing (covered partially by insurance in 
most cases) can uncover de"ciencies that, once discovered, 
can be corrected simply. If there is an imbalance in certain 
micronutrients, it can also be a sign of the body’s attempt to 
combat environmental toxicities. Heavy metal toxins (among 
other toxins) are often stored in the brain and nervous system 
because of their high fat content. By balancing out certain 
de"ciencies, you can improve your body’s natural ability to get 
rid of toxicity and improve your brain health, naturally!

Other factors that can give way to brain deterioration are 
head traumas (both serious and slight) and lack of use. !e 
brain is a very sensitive organ, and even what seems like a 
non-serious head injury can have much greater downstream 
consequences. A good "rst step is to take all head injuries, even 
whiplash, seriously and seek appropriate care such as neuro-
feedback, discussed below. In regard to dementia, studies have 
shown that people who engage their brains through puzzles, 
games and logic questions tend to be less likely to develop 
these types of conditions. !is could be because the brain in-
curs more blood $ow when it is working harder. !is increased 
blood $ow leads to improved brain health. 

One of our favorite ways to optimize brain function at 
Insights To Health is neurofeedback. !is is a type of bio-
feedback in which the neurons in the brain are regenerated 
and blocked pathways are freed, in turn leading to greater 
concentration/memory, improved sleep, decreased anxiety and 
depression, and balanced moods. Neurofeedback causes the 
brain to forge new pathways, increasing brain function. It is 
also referred to as “Brain Training” as it literally optimizes the 
way your brain works. In a nutshell, it reads the tiny signals 
created by the brain and then responds with signals back to the 
brain to improve the way the brain "res. Being a non-invasive, 
medication-free, permanent solution, it is extremely popular 
with children and adults. !is extremely gentle therapy requires 
just a few moments of sitting peacefully in a chair, but yields 
fantastic results. It can help to prevent the onset of dementia, 
slow down the process of dementia and stem the progression of 
Parkinson’s, multiple sclerosis and other brain-mediated condi-
tions such as "bromyalgia and migraine headaches. 
!e recommendations represented in this article should be 

discussed with your doctor. A visit with a naturopathic physi-
cian can help you "nd an individualized care plan to help ad-
dress your speci"c needs and help you to live your best life. 

Dr. Christie Winkelman, N.D., M.A., is owner and direc-
tor of Insights to Health Clinic in Multnomah Village, 
a full-service family naturopathic and neurofeedback 
clinic. She and her husband, Dr. Gil Winkelman, are 
members of Neveh Shalom, and their children attend 
Portland Jewish Academy.

By Christie Winkelman, N.D., M.A. 

For many people, the prospect of age-related deterioration of 
brain function is accepted as a given, but this does not have 
to be the case! Neurological function can be augmented, and 
deterioration can often be halted with the right approach to 
treatment. !e "rst step is gaining an understanding of the 
issues that lead to decreased brain health. !ese can include 
nutritional de"ciencies, environmental toxins, head injuries and 
neurological conditions such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and 
multiple sclerosis.

Optimizing brain nutrition is key. !is varies by person, 
as individuals have di#erent chemistries, but there are some 
generalities. Essential fatty acids (especially one called docosa-
hexaenoic acid or DHA) are important nutrients for the brain 
that many people bene"t from for both long- and short-term 
brain health. !e brain and nervous systems are primarily 
composed of fats, and without them the brain simply cannot 
function optimally. A good source of these fats is found in 
"sh oil, but it is very important to get the correct dose from 
a high-quality brand. Another component to good brain and 
nervous system health is electrolyte balance. Magnesium is a 

Brain Health: Natural solutions 

“Make us your ! rst call”
NW SENIOR RESOURCES, INC.

Adult Placement and Referral Services

We help people get the 
information they need to 
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“As an attorney, it is important 
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When it came time for my 
father I turned to Nancy. She 
is sensitive, compassionate and 
understanding at a very di"  cult 
time. She is simply the best and I 
feel fortunate to know her.”

     Virginia G. Mitchell
     Attorney at Law

503.680.9407 | www.nwseniorresources.com

NW SENIOR RESOURCES, INC.
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HBy Liz Rabiner Lippoff

Howard Shapiro of Lake Oswego found himself in the 
unexpected role of caregiver when his wife Beth su#ered a 
stroke in 1991. !e resulting aphasia and paralysis meant she 
would need full-time care, and Howard stepped up to the job. 
!ey had been married for 40 years, and he did not want to put 
her in an institution. 

“I was retired and in good health,” he explains. “I knew I 
could care for her better than anyone.” He maintains that the 
close contact and hands-on care helped make her last 13 years 
“the best years of our marriage.”

But caregiving is not an easy job by any means. !e Obama 
Proclamation explains it well. 

“Daughters and sons, … spouses and partners become 
caregivers to the ones they love even as they navigate their own 
health challenges … Family caregivers have an immeasurable 
impact on the lives of those they assist, but their hours are long 
and their work is hard. Many put their own lives on hold to lift 
up someone close to them.”

!e Family Caregiving Alliance is a national nonpro"t that 
addresses the needs of families and friends providing long-term 
care at home. !ey point out that caregiving is mentally and 
emotionally stressful and, according to their website, can have 
“serious physical health consequences as well. 17% of caregivers 
feel their health in general has gotten worse as a result of their 
caregiving responsibilities.” 
!e Alliance states that in 2012 there were 65.7 million care-

givers in the United States. !is is 29% of the adult population. 
!at means an astonishing one in every 3.4 adults is caring for 
someone who is sick, disabled or elderly.

And I can’t name two, I told Nancy Heckler, director of Adult 
Day Services at Cedar Sinai Park in Portland. Why is that?

“A lot of people don’t talk about it,” Nancy says. “!ey don’t 
want to whine. It’s huge, though, and it’s going to get even bigger. 
Baby boomers are aging.” 

-,-,-,-,-,-,

Adult Day Services o#ers respite to caregivers by providing 
their charges with supervised socialization, support services and 
recreation. Her program has approximately 30 people on its 
roster at a time, 60 in a given year, although some attend once or 
twice a week or only occasionally. 

Whining didn’t occur to Howard Shapiro. He started with 
almost no housekeeping skills, but he characterizes himself 
as someone with a positive mental attitude who built a career 
teaching those in sales how to use optimism and high-energy 
motivation to become better at their jobs. It turns out, though, 
that even someone with that many skills and that much love still 
needed help. 

Howard started going to caregiver support groups. He found 
lots of them, particularly at Legacy Good Samaritan. He went 
to many meetings, but he was often the only man there, and no 
wonder. According to the Family Caregiving Alliance, 66% of 
caregivers are women. While he could relate to much of what the 
others were sharing, he wanted to learn from – and share with – 
other men as well. 

“Isn’t there a group tailor-made for men?” he asked.
!ere wasn’t, but Legacy was happy to host one if Howard 

would lead the group. !e Men’s Only Caregiving Support 
Group was born. At the "rst meeting, there was just Howard and 

The Obama Administration has proclaimed November 
as National Family Caregivers Month, devoted to “family 
members, friends and neighbors (who) devote countless 
hours to providing care to their relatives or loved ones 
… . All of them give selflessly to bring comfort, social 
engagement and stability to those they love.”

Hug a Caregiver
November is National Family Caregivers Month

What inspires a life well lived?
Isn’t it all the special moments? Like waking up in your

charming residence. Being greeted by name, with a warm
smile. The newfound ease of living in the midst of everything

you love.  And the assurance that supportive care for 
tomorrow’s needs can be accessed right here, at home. This is 
retirement living, enriched and unencumbered—tailored to you.

INDEPENDENT LIVING RESIDENCES
!"!# NW Marshall St., Portland, OR  $%!&#

!"# .#$$ .%&"$

SRGseniorliving.com
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another man, but the time was right and the word spread. !is 
year the group is entering its 23rd year and, although Howard’s 
wife passed away in 2003, he still leads the monthly meetings. 
Occasionally someone new joins them, but a lot of people have 
been coming for years. 

“One guy brings co#ee, another guy brings a treat,” Howard 
says. “It’s a touching hour and a half, very emotional, and we 
shed a lot of tears. Sometimes you hear someone else’s story and 
your own situation doesn’t seem so bad. And the guys always 
leave knowing that they are not alone.” 

Marty Florian, coordinator of Physician Referral Classes and 
Events at Legacy, where Howard’s group meets, agrees that his 
group "lls an important need, especially for older men. “Kids 
today may be more rounded about their roles in society, but older 
men were brought up in a di#erent time, a time when the man 
was supposed to be the strong one. Here the men can tell their 
stories, let their hair down, not be judged by anyone.” 

Howard is remarried and lives an active life. He attends 
minyan every morning at Neveh Shalom, where he serves on the 
board and on the ritual committee. He does a lot of volunteering 
for SCORE, which helps small business owners, and he still 
writes a newsletter for the Men’s Support Group. He believes 
there is a “commandment” to “help others as you would want to 
be helped, so to speak.” 

Howard urges people to remember that there is life after 
caregiving. He shares that thought at every meeting, especially 
when a new person joins the group. But his number one piece of 
advice to a caregiver is to take care of yourself, too. 

“Caregiving is a very challenging environment, a very personal 
one, 24/7. Some guys can’t do it; they give up. Get some help. 
Get someone to step in for you so you can get away. One of the 
guys in our group goes on a "shing trip once a year and comes 
back refreshed. But even if it’s just for a few hours, whatever it 
costs, it is worth it.” 

“Otherwise, you’ll end up in the bed right next to your wife.
Liz Rabiner Lippoff is a Portland freelance writer and marketing consultant at 
Liz, ink: LizInk.biz.

Howard Shapiro looks 
at a caregiver poster at 
the Jewish Federation of 
Greater Portland. Photo 
by Deborah Moon
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FFRIENDLY HOUSE CREATES CONCIERGE PROGRAM 
Friendly House, a nonprofit neighborhood center and 

social service agency, has created a Community Concierge 
program to offer a wide range of in-home services for 
adults 60 and older who reside on Portland’s west side. 

“There are 10,000 baby boomers turning 65 every 
day in our country. That translates to another 43,000 
Oregonians reaching the age of 65 this year and every 
year for the next 17 years,” says Friendly House Executive 
Director Vaune Albanese. “Yet the investment in the 
services and infrastructure to support this population 
is not coming close to meeting the need. Two years ago 
several members of the community asked us to consider 
an expansion of our program that helps low-income 
older adults remain independent in their homes, to 
include similar fee-based services offered at competitive 
marketplace prices. The start-up capital for this major 
expansion of services was made possible with the 
generous support from Meyer Memorial Trust and Spirit 
Mountain Community Fund.” 

A dedicated concierge will assist customers in the 
coordination of services provided by the program’s 
personal assistants and approved service providers. The 
comprehensive, holistic approach includes a flexible range 
of services such as handyperson, transportation, yard work 
and housekeeping. Staff will be available to customers to 
assist with the daily activities of life. An optional premium 
plan includes access to the Friendly House gym and fitness 
room, Lifelong Learning classes and trips, free social 
activities and community events. 

Program details are available at 
communityconciergepdx.com or 503-935-5280.  

Let us help you to stay at home.

Sinai Family Home Services
503-542-0088

www.SinaiFamily.org

Sometimes, all you need is a helping hand.

“The service was tremendously helpful 
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Jewish residents at Courtyard Village at Raleigh Hills celebrate 
Hanukkah with candle lighting, a special holiday dinner and singing 
Hanukkah songs. 

Rose Schnitzer Manor resident David Singer speaks at last year’s RSM 
Choir Annual Hanukkah Party. 

Seniors Celebrate Hanukkah
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By Kathy Shayna Shocket

Jason Alexander is most recognized 
as George Costanza, the nebbishy, 
sel"sh and lazy character   

            he played on the iconic TV 
series, “Seinfeld.” But o#-screen Jason is 
anything but lazy, with a career that also 
boasts movie roles, the Broadway stage, 
Jenny Craig commercials, TV poker 
tournaments and his current one-man 
show. 

Jason, whose real name is Jason Scott 
Greenspan, began performing in his 
high schools plays in Livingston, NJ. 
Even before “Seinfeld” became a cultural 
phenomenon, Jason was a successful 
theater actor, winning a Tony in 1989 
for Best Actor in “Jerome Robbins’ 
Broadway.” Most notably after “Seinfeld,” 
he played Max Bialystock for the eight-
month run with Martin Short in the 
2003 Los Angeles production of “!e 
Producers.” 

“He’s a brilliant, dedicated actor,” says 
veteran actor Jerry Stiller, who played 
Frank Costanza, Jason’s on-screen father 
in Seinfeld and is also famous for his 
father role on the hit TV series “King of 
Queens.” ( Jerry’s real son, with actress 
wife Anne Meara, is actor Ben Stiller.) 

“Jason is such a mature actor and 
person. It was as if there was no age 
di#erence between us on set,” says Jerry, 
adding that from the "rst time they met 
and read a “Seinfeld” script together, 
something clicked. “We just let it happen 
between us. On the set we had no 
boundaries, and it all seemed so natural. 
!ere was no air between us. It allowed 
both of us to feel free to try di#erent 
things, like lava $owing from a volcano.” 

In contrast to Jason’s mature nature, 
the George character never grew up. 
Jerry Stiller laughingly describes George 
and Frank Costanza as “trombeniks” and 
notes “that’s Yiddish for someone who’s 
a loose cannon.” 

“Jason is a fantastic singer and dancer,” 
says Jerry. “Many years ago we went to 
see him perform. I couldn’t believe his 
athletic dancing ability. He leaped into 
the air. I mean he did a 360 leap into 
the air. He was fearless.”

Seinfeld’s George, on the other 
hand, was schleppy and uncoordinated. 
Yes, Jason was convincing as the 
commitment-phobic George or the 
misogynistic attorney he portrayed 
in the movie “Pretty Woman.” But 
in real life he’s been happily married 
to his wife Daena for 32 years. !ey 
have two sons. 

He’s visited Israel several times, 
including the delegation trips he took 
with the OneVoice campaign, a peace 
initiative of moderate Israelis and 
Palestinians seeking mutual peace. 

What Jason does share with George 
Costanza, unfortunately, is his hair, or 
the lack of it, rather. Nevertheless, he 
sometimes dons a semi-permanent 
hair piece. In fact, his Nov. 15 one-man 
show in Medford is titled “An Evening 
with Jason Alexander and His Hair.” It 
features stand-up comedy and singing. 

For more information: 541-779-3000.   

Kathy Shayna Shocket is a freelance writer, 
photographer and TV field producer who has 
written for publications such as Time Magazine, 
People Magazine, Money Magazine, the 
Hollywood Reporter and the New York Times.

Beyond Seinfeld: 

WHEN: Friday, Nov. 15, 2013
WHERE:Craterian !eater at !e Collier Center 
23 S Central Ave., Medford, OR 97501
TICKETS: craterian.org or 541-779-3000

An Evening
 Jason Alexander His Hair

with

and

Jerry Stiller, on the 
set of Seinfeld, 
says he and Jason 
Alexander “clicked” 
in their roles as 
father and son in 
the iconic series.

Jason as George Castanza

Jason Alexander
[ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT]
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[HISTORY]

1. WHAT’S THE STORY? – The photo identifies the group as, from left, Clarice, Louise and Miriam. 
But there are no last names, no date, no details. It’s a lovely photo, but now it’s a puzzle waiting for 
a solution. 

2. THEY LOOK FAMILIAR, BUT – Who are they? Identified only as “Couple No. 10” in the OJM 
Archives. a solution. 

3. BROTHERS IN ARMS? – Two unidentified young boys, possibly taken around 1890. What is their 
story? 

4. GREAT CATCH – If only OJM knew the names of this couple, where the photo was taken and an 
approximate year.

5. AN ENGAGEMENT PARTY? – It looks like a lot of fun, but who are they? What’s going on? It might 
be the 1950s, but where? 

6. CONCERT OR REHEARSAL? – These women may be rehearsing or performing – but where, when 
and why?

7. MYSTERY SOLVED – Robert S. “Bob” Labby recognized himself as the baby in this 1921 photo 
of a “Well Baby Clinic” at Neighborhood House, identifying his mother, Sonia Labby (at right), and 
adding his checkup report to the OJM archives.

Photos courtesy of OJM

21
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65



Mysterious Images
OREGON JEWISH MUSEUM WANTS ANSWERS
By Sura Rubenstein

Anne LeVant Prahl loves a good mystery – but she loves a happy solution 
even more.

In the nearly two decades she’s worked with the Oregon Jewish Museum 
as curator of collections, Prahl has come across many mysteries in a collection 
that encompasses some 12,000 photographic images – only about half of 
which have been catalogued – as well as hundreds of oral histories, community 
newspapers, organizational records and artifacts from the rich range of Oregon 
Jewish experience.

Prahl acknowledges, regretfully, that some of the photos will remain “eternal 
mysteries.” !ese are studio portraits of individuals and families, often taken in 
Europe, which have found their way to the museum over the years, but had no 
accompanying identi"cation.

But some – including those shown here – are ones that Prahl hopes 
someone in the community can help identify. Take, for example, the group of 
four women singing (photo 5), possibly taken within recent decades. “Surely 
someone must know at least one of the women,” Prahl says.

And even if just one of the women can be identi"ed, that makes it much 
more likely that others in the photo can be identi"ed as well.

Sometimes serendipity plays a crucial role.
Take, for example, the photo (photo 7) of a doctor examining a baby at the 

old Neighborhood House in South Portland. OJM used the photo in exhibits, 
but had no speci"cs.
!en the happy accident: Robert S. “Bob” Labby, a retired pharmaceutical 

salesman, came by OJM to help with an exhibit on Jews in the professions. 
He spotted the photo, pointed to the baby and said, “!at’s me!” He identi"ed 
his mother and other people in the photo – and also gave OJM a copy of the 
report the doctor had "lled out. 

Prahl is hoping that a “Collections Spotlight” link on the updated OJM 
website (ojm.org/educate/collections) will lead to more such discoveries. “If we 
can recover a piece of someone’s history, that means we’re recovering a part of 
the community’s history as well,” she says.
!e Collections Spotlight isn’t limited to unsolved mysteries; it also will 

highlight the wealth of materials in OJM’s archives – from the beginnings of 
Oregon’s Jewish story to the present day.

“We aim to represent the breadth of Oregon Jewish experience,” Prahl says 
of the museum’s collections. 

But in the meantime, if any readers have clues about any of these photos, 
Prahl would love to know. Any mystery solved opens a new window into our 
history.

If you have information about these photos, contact Anne LeVant Prahl at 
curator@ojm.org.   
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[ISRAEL]

By Deborah Moon

As one of four pilot sites of the national Israel advocacy training 
program developed over the past year, Portland is poised to put 
the intensive preparation to the test.
!is spring about 20 Portlanders attended three programs 

presented by Israel Action Network Deputy Managing Director 
David Dabscheck and his assistant Noam Gilboord. !e 
training included e#ective ways to respond to the Boycott/
Divest/Sanction movement, which Dabscheck calls a “strategy 
to undermine the legitimacy of the state of Israel.” Unlike the 
American Israel Political Action Committee and J Street, which 
lobby legislators and other elected o&cials, IAN reaches out 
to other faith groups, nonpro"ts and campus groups to seek 
common ground.

“Portland will serve as a model we can take across the 
country,” says Dabscheck. 

“We need to reach out to groups with messages that resonate 
with them,” he says. “We need to engage the moveable middle 
… (about) the complexity of the situation in hopes they will 
understand delegitimization is not working to resolve (the 
Israeli-Palestinian con$ict).”

For instance, in April a group of mainline pastors signed a 
letter to the Jewish Federation of Greater Portland supporting 
BDS. “!ey are people we work with on social justice issues such 
as hunger,” says JFGP’s Robert Horenstein. “We hope to start 
a dialogue with them on why they signed the letter … and to 
explain the vision we share of a two-state solution and convince 
them the BDS approach undermines that shared vision. … 
Ultimately this comes down to relationships.”

When the Presbyterians voted for divestment from 
companies doing business in Israel in 2004, the Jewish 
community was caught by surprise.

“!e point of this project is we are building the right 
relationships so those headlines don’t happen,” says Dabscheck.
!ose who participated in the training include Community 

Relations Committee members, young professionals and 
Portland State University students. Following the training, each 
group strategized plans to defuse the BDS movement within 
their own circle.

When classes resumed this fall, the PSU student group 
received a $1,200 grant from IAN to do outreach to student 
groups and the student body government. 

Amy Albertson, 22, one of the PSU students who 
participated in the training, says she got involved in Israel 
advocacy because she saw a need for it on campus. “We showed 
a screening of “Israel Inside” … that was protested by Students 
United for Palestinian Equal Rights. !ey came in with their 
hands bound and their mouths taped … then left. !ey never 
even watched the "lm, which was completely apolitical, or 
stayed for dialogue or anything. !is was my initial introduction 
to the fact that there were entire student groups on our campus 
who demonize Israel.” She says there has also been a lack of 
acknowledgement by the university administration that much 
of what is said against Israel crosses lines of hate speech. 

As an intern with the Israel On Campus Coalition, 
Albertson says she has attended many advocacy trainings, but 
she still learned a lot at the IAN trainings.

Portlanders listen to Israel Action Network Deputy Managing Director David Dabscheck discuss communication techniques to relate to 
various groups about the Boycott/Divest/Sanction movement. Portland was one of four sites selected for an IAN pilot project to train 
community members in effective advocacy on behalf of Israel. Portlanders had three sessions with trainers from IAN, a joint project of 
Jewish Federations of North America and the Jewish Council for Public Affairs. Photo by Deborah Moon

Israel advocacy pilot project put to test

A
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“IAN did a really good job of driving home the point 
that you can be both pro-Israeli and pro-Palestinian,” says 
another IAN participant, Ben Weiner, president of Young 
Adults Supporters of Israel and a member of the CRC’s Israel 
Advocacy Committee. “Oftentimes the pro-Israeli camp is 
pigeonholed as an anti-Palestinian Moloch, when in reality the 
pro-Israeli community supports Israel because of its thriving 
democracy and its attempts to create a better future for the 
entire region.”

Horenstein says that some of those who went through the 
training subsequently met with PSU President Wim Wievel, 
who recently visited Israel for the "rst time as part of the 
American Jewish Committee’s Project Interchange. “He was 
very impressed with Israel,” says Horenstein, who added they 
were very pleased that Wievel told them he would vocally 
oppose any divisive activity on campus such as the BDS 
movement.

Group members also are working to initiate a dialogue with 
the local Episcopalian clergy who had signed the April BDS 
letter and hosted a program by Sabeel, an anti-Israel Palestinian 
group.

“!ese dialogues are where this training will come into play,” 
says Horenstein. “Have we learned to better communicate with 
a group with whom we don’t agree on the Middle East, and get 
them to see that the con$ict isn’t a black-and-white issue? !e 
proof will be in the pudding.”   
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By Vanessa Van Edwards

Samuel Barnett, a 27-year-old 
Portlander, served for two years in 
the Israeli military as a special forces 
paratrooper stationed in the West 
bank and on the Syrian and Lebanon 
borders.

Barnett always felt a strong call-
ing to Israel, but he never dreamed 
he would end up in the elite 202 
Battalion of the paratrooper unit 
in the Israeli Defense Force with a 
sergeant rank in the "eld intelligence 
and reconnaissance unit.

Barnett grew up in Portland as 
an active member of the Jewish 
community – participating in BBYO 

and becoming a bar mitzvah at Temple Beth Shalom. But he 
believes his love of Israel was truly sparked during a Young 
Judea trip his junior year of high school. “While I was in Israel 
the "rst time, we got to meet Israeli soldiers and I was inspired. 
!at was when I realized I might want to make aliyah and join 
the army,” says Barnett.

After high school, Barnett received a scholarship to play 
soccer at the University of Oregon where he studied psychology 
and joined the Hillel. Barnett’s desire to move to Israel never 
went away. After he graduated from the University of Oregon, 
Barnett made the leap in 2009 and accepted a six-month in-
ternship at ECI Telecom through Career Israel, a program that 
helps college graduates who want to experience professional life 
in Israel.

“I loved living in Israel, and while I was there I made friends 
who had been in the army. I knew I had to do it, no matter 
how hard it would be,” explains Barnett. In the spring of 2010, 
Barnett got into the Lone Soldier Program, or Garin Zabar in 
Hebrew, which supports soldiers without family in Israel.

Barnett was amazed at the support he got from Israelis and 
his new adopted family. “!ey put you on a kibbutz, give you 
housing and truly include you in their family. It was wonderful,” 
he says. But Barnett had some major challenges ahead of him. 
If he wanted to join the army, he would have to complete a 
basic Hebrew course, make it through IDF’s extensive army 
tryouts and keep his soccer-injured knee in shape. 

Barnett describes the rigorous process for IDF: “We got our 
draft in October, and if you want to try out for an elite unit, you 
have additional tryouts that are extremely competitive.” Barnett 
aimed high. He wanted to get into one of the most elite units 
–the Israeli Paratroopers. Barnett had to compete in a daunting 
30-hour tryout of physical and mental testing. 

Barnett couldn’t go into details, but he shared a glimpse of 
the demanding conditioning. “We did sprints, army crawls and 
missions in the desert. It was very hard because my Hebrew was 

nowhere near where it needed to be, so I was trying to keep up 
physically and with the language.” 

Barnett estimates that about 1,000 people tried out for 100 
spots. “I got my acceptance letter on the kibbutz a week later, 
and I was ecstatic and so honored. I was also extremely ner-
vous,” shares Barnett. He still had one more test to gain entry 
into the elite unit within the paratroopers.

“I "gured I would keep trying to get into the top unit. !is 
one was a four-day test, and it was the hardest thing I have ever 
done in my life,” says Barnett. !is tryout had di&cult mental 
capacity tests and more extreme physical challenges involving 
running with gear and completing missions with a team on two 
to three hours of sleep for four long days. Despite the language 
barrier, exhaustion and Barnett’s recovering knee injury, he was 
o#ered a spot.

“I wish I could have accepted the o#er, but they wanted me 
to sign up for a third year since the training itself takes over 
a year. I was already on the older side as a 24-year-old and 
couldn’t give them another year. So I went into the regular 
paratrooper unit, which is still a huge honor,” says Barnett.

Barnett excelled in the paratroopers and received his 
sergeant rank while stationed in the West Bank and on the 
Lebanese and Syrian borders. “I saw some amazing and ter-
rifying things. We had several riot control situations, dealt with 
terrorist and Hamas operatives and weapons smugglers,” he 
says. 
!e most terrifying moments Barnett experienced were in 

refugee camps where his troop was greatly outnumbered. “In 
those situations, you go in at night and you get in and out as 
fast as possible,” he explains. In one instance Barnett and his 
troop were stranded during a call to prayer in a refugee camp. 
“A small riot started and they started throwing rocks. It got very 
scary. Luckily, we got out.” 

Barnett says his experiences in the army gave him immense 
pride in Israel and a completely new perspective on the con$ict. 
“It is hard to know what is going on from the news. When 
you are there, you really get an inside view. It has been really 
humbling.” 

When Barnett "nished his service in October 2012, he 
received a full scholarship to a master’s program in counterter-
rorism and con$ict resolution at the Inter-Disciplinary College 
in Herzliya. After graduating at the end of September, Barnett 
plans to come back to the Northwest and "nd a job in corporate 
security or intelligence.

Barnett hopes that sharing his story will encourage other 
young people in the Northwest to explore the idea of going to 
Israel and joining the army. In his own words, “I know it seems 
intimidating, but I want people to understand that it is an 
amazing experience. As Jews, it is important to feel and protect 
our ties to Israel.”  

Sam Barnett, right, with 
a friend in the Israeli 
Defense Force.

[ISRAEL]

Portlander finds IDF service eye-opening and rewarding
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Life on the Other Side
by Anne Kleinberg

Anne Kleinberg, author of Menopause 
in Manhattan and several cookbooks, 
left a cushy life in Manhattan to begin 

a new one in Israel. Now she’s opened 
a boutique bed and breakfast in her 

home on the golf course in Caesarea. 
For details, visit annekleinberg.com and 

casacaesarea.com. 

Customer service in Budapest makes me appreciate Israel

I like to joke that Israeli customer service is an oxymoron. If 
you’re used to an American attitude that “!e Customer is 
Always Right,” you’re going to have to do some major attitude 
adjustment while in the Holy Land. Don’t get me wrong – I 
do love living here. I just don’t like the service industry. Well, lo 
and behold, I found a place that’s worse! 

I just got back from a vacation in Budapest. It was a last-
minute decision, and it was based on a cheap deal at a spa and 
the opportunity to see a friend who recently moved back there. 
What could be bad at a spa? Oy. Can we talk? 

I was picked up at the airport – so I thought my trip was o# 
to a great start. And rather than share my taxi with a load of 
Israelis, I was alone. A private car took me directly to Margarit 
Island where the spa was located (situated between the cities 
of Buda and Pest). My enthusiasm lasted until I reached the 
reception desk. When I explained that I was a journalist and 
that a room with free WiFi, or on the Executive Floor would 
help, the response was a blunt “no.” OK, said I to myself, calm 
down. Not everyone believes you when you say you are a jour-
nalist. Keep a positive attitude, don’t get all pissy, smile, you’re in 
Budapest! 

It only got worse. 
!e dining room turned out to be a massive hall, reminiscent 

of a hotel in the Catskills, but the food choices were awful. It 
didn’t matter whether you considered the "sh, meat or chicken 
options; they all looked the same and were swimming in undis-
tinguishable sauces. And the logic of tra&c $ow doesn’t occur 
to these people – milk for the co#ee was across the room near 

the fruit (watermelon and bananas), the butter for the rolls was to 
be found next to the desserts and the salad dressings were next to 
the main courses. 

Spa treatments? !e underwater massage turned out to be 15 
minutes of a Brunhilde shooting water from a giant hose, while 
I lay in a bathtub trying to keep myself submerged (if not she 
screamed “body under the vater, body under the vater!”). !e 
invigorating Body Scrub takes place in a cubicle, where another 
Brunhilde shmears some smelly lotion on you, and then leaves 
you to contemplate your navel for 20 minutes while you listen 
to the draining and the "lling of the bathtubs in the adjoining 
cubicles (think toilet $ushing for 15 minutes). !en there was the 
relaxing full body massage that was o#ered by a woman so weak, 
I realized a cat rubbing against me would have provided more 
sensation.  

Did I mention the fact that nearly no one speaks English, 
and that lunch is served in another building, accessed through 
a series of underground tunnels with no signage to guide you? 
Or the fact that a 10-minute taxi ride from the island to the 
more interesting sites of Budapest cost me more than a cab ride 
in Manhattan? And synagogues charge for entrance! Picture a 
woman standing with her arms spread wide blocking me from 
peeking into the Art Nouveau synagogue, after I had already 
shelled out $20 to visit the main synagogue.  

What in the world made me think I would enjoy this solo 
experience? “Communist worker’s retreat” was what I kept think-
ing. My friend, who is not happy at all living back in Budapest 
(and she’s Hungarian), explained: people are not happy, the 
political system is about as corrupt as you can get and there is 
no hope that the situation will improve. Even the famous Dobos 
cake I tasted was dry! 

So… I won’t complain again about customer service in Israel. 
(On second thought I probably will, but I’ll do it with a smile). 
And if anyone ever o#ers me a spe-
cial deal on a trip to Budapest – I’ll 
say “Nem, köszönöm!” 

[ISRAEL]
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By Mylan Tanzer

Yom Kippur is always a challenging day, 
although I am not sure that all the reasons 
I "nd it challenging are the traditional 
ones. !e rigors are many: fasting, going 
to the neighborhood shul for Kol Nidre, 
Yizkor and Ne’ila while trying to keep 
an eye on my kids, who, like most other 
secular children, enjoy the mass bike- and 
trike-athon that takes over Israel’s vehicle-
free streets and highways on this day. 

But there is more melancholy felt here 
each Yom Kippur. I cannot escape the op-
pressive feeling that hovers in the air due 
to the trauma of the Yom Kippur War. On 
Yom Kippur I cannot help thinking about 
the thousands of young Israelis who either 
woke up for the last time on Yom Kippur 
1973, or who saw their home and families 
for the last time before racing to join their 
frantically mobilizing reserve units. I was 
a 15-year-old Portlander at the time, but 
I still have a vivid memory of overhear-
ing a conversation in the foyer of Neveh 
Shalom during Yom Kippur services 
between two of my late parent’s contem-
poraries, Milt Horenstein and Dr. Milt 
Hasson. I recall overhearing them saying 
that the Arabs have launched a surprise 
attack and the situation is not good. I will 
never forget that sentence and the distress 
in their voices, because it was so alarming 
and in such brutally stark contrast to my 
image of Israeli invincibility. 
!is year the somber feeling was 

more pronounced as we mark the 40th 
anniversary of the war. Israelis have been 
“commemorating” the most traumatic 
con$ict in Israel’s history with reunions 
of army units and TV and radio programs 
o#ering new revelations about those 
terrible days in early October 1973. 
Additionally, riveting testimony by Golda 
Meir, Moshe Dayan and others to the 
Agranat Commission, which in 1974 de-
liberated to determine the causes behind 

[ISRAEL/AN OREGONIAN IN ISRAEL]

Recently declassified report on Yom Kippur War stirs painful memories
Israel’s lack of preparedness at the outset 
of the war, was recently declassi"ed and 
published. !at lack of preparedness made 
Israel’s eventual overwhelming victory so 
much more costly in lives than it needed 
to be and shattered the Israeli psyche so 
severely that the e#ects are still noticeable 
today, despite the ultimate formidable 
military achievements.

Meir’s testimony reveals how the 
military leadership belittled Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat and illustrates 
Meir’s absolute con"dence in the errone-
ous assessment of the head of IDF intel-
ligence, Major-General Eli Zeira, that an 
attack was highly unlikely. None of the 
ministers nor military chiefs proposed 
calling up the reserves until war actually 
broke out. Perhaps most importantly, 
her testimony reveals how she, as prime 
minister, was unable to exert her authority 
over the minister of defense and chief of 
sta# to order a mobilization prior to the 
attack as evidence piled up of an impend-
ing assault.

Perhaps the most revealing testimony 
came from the Woodrow Wilson Institute 
in Washington, which publicized reports 
from the emergency meetings that took 
place in the "rst days of the war. !e IDF 
was barely holding on in the Sinai and 
the Golan with the battered, but heroic, 
remnants of the badly outnumbered 
regular units until the reserve units could 
be mobilized and equipped to enter 
the battle. It shows just how bleak the 
initial situation was. According to Arnan 
Azariyahu, the chief aide of cabinet 
minister Moshe Galili, Defense Minister 
Moshe Dayan was purportedly desolate 
with an understanding that Israel was on 
the verge of being overrun. Dayan, the 
hero of 1967, epitomized the worst of 
the post-67 hubris – dismissing both the 
Arab military threat and potential peace 

overtures, while cultivating almost a cult 
of personality in the hedonistic heyday 
that infected Israeli society between the 
wars. According to Azariyahu, Galili told 
him that Dayan said “it took us 200 years 
to establish the third commonwealth, 
and now we’ve squandered it in 25 years.” 
Galili recounts that Dayan even raised 
the option of revealing Israel’s alleged 
nuclear capabilities, which would stop 
the Arabs in their tracks or motivate 
the Russians to stop them. Golda Meir, 
probably realizing where her reliance on 
Dayan had led, told him to stand down. 
Israel does not o&cially acknowledge or 
comment on its alleged nuclear arsenal, 
and any Israeli who does so can be pros-
ecuted for jeopardizing Israeli security. 
!e IDF did indeed turn the tide, 

with the help of the American airlift. 
!e unparalleled bravery and sacri"ce 
of the simple soldiers and junior o&cers 
literally saved the nation with their bod-
ies and souls. Perhaps only the cease "re 
prevented Israel from entering Damascus 
in the north and from completely an-
nihilating one-third of Egypt’s armed 
forces, who were surrounded on all sides. 
Israel’s Yom Kippur countero#ensives are 
hailed and taught in military academies. 
!is brings me to my other vivid 

memory of the war, which occurred in 
my "rst moments in Israel. In May 1974, 
my parents organized a tour for friends 
and relatives around the bar mitzvah of 
my younger brother. !ey $ew over a 
few days before me. When I landed, my 
mother, along with Portland’s legendary 
Hebrew school teacher, Ceil Ettinger, 
picked me up at what was then Lod 
Airport. With Ceil driving to Tel Aviv 
on the old highway, I was astonished 
at the sight of hundreds, maybe even 
a thousand, captured Russian tanks, 
armored vehicles and trucks parked on 

!e unparalleled bravery and sacri"ce of the simple soldiers and junior o#cers 
literally saved the nation with their bodies and souls.
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Golda Meir, Netanyahu has so far pulled 
back from ordering an airstrike, in part 
because he has feared alienating the 
American president. But with growing 
questions about America’s position in 
the Middle East, this time the Israeli 
government may well conclude that the 
danger of not pre-empting outweighs all 
the other dangers – including a strained 
relationship with the White House.”

I write this article exactly 40 years to 
the day of the outbreak of the war. In 
Cairo, huge victory celebrations are taking 
place. In Israel, the most prominent event 
is a symposium at the Center for Defense 
Studies at Tel Aviv University; the two 
featured speakers are the now 85-year-old 
Zeira and 89-year-old Zvi Zamir, who 
was the head of the Mossad in 1973. 
!ey became the bitterest of rivals during 
the war, with Zamir blaming Zeira for 
ignoring crucial intelligence that could 
have caused the government to mobilize 
the reserves before the attack. !ey are old 
and weathered and refuse to acknowledge 
each other, but are still lucid and sharp. 
!ey should also be admired for continu-
ally appearing in public to explain their 
version of events. 
!ere is something good about the 

Egyptians celebrating. Only through ne-
gotiations did they achieve their declared 
war aim of returning the Sinai. I wish the 
rest of the Arabs could learn from this. 
I am also glad that we have the strength 
to continue to critique ourselves so thor-
oughly, despite the years and the pain. We 
don’t celebrate military victories, especially 
this one. We remember the fallen and 
draw conclusions. Quite a contrast, but 
this is one of the reasons that we survive 
and thrive in this danger zone. 

Mylan Tanzer is a Portland native who moved to 
Israel in 1981. He was the founding CEO of the 
first Israeli cable and satellite sports channel. 
Since 2005, he has launched, managed and 
consulted for channels 
and companies in Israel 
and Europe. Tanzer 
lives in Tel Aviv with his 
wife and five children. 
He can be reached at 
mylantanz@gmail.com.

the side of road along most of the 10-mile 
route.

Despite the victory, the trauma of 
the surprise coupled with the deaths 
of 2,600 soldiers and the injury and 
maiming of 8,800 changed Israel forever. 
To understand the true impact on the 
population, an Israeli-based blogger with 
a background in studying the impact of 
casualties on unit cohesion and combat 
e#ectiveness calculated what Israeli losses 
from the war looked like in an American 
context. !e calculations are shocking. 
Killed: 179,200; wounded: 563,400. He 
added: “Americans killed in action in 
Vietnam totaled 58,286, with more than 
57,000 of these over an eight-year span. 
In American terms, the Yom Kippur War 
was as if America had experienced all its 
losses in Vietnam within a single week, 
with one further di#erence. Vietnam was 
halfway around the world. North Vietnam 
had not declared war on America or vice-
versa and they were not in the business of 
killing ordinary Americans going about 
their business at home.”

For Israelis, it was more than just a 
loss of innocence. !e tried and proven 
Israeli security doctrine formulated by 
David Ben-Gurion of advance warn-
ing, pre-emptive attack and creating 
deterrence collapsed because the "rst 
condition was nonexistent. !e result was 
as Avner Hopstein of Walla.co.il wrote: 
“A psychological scar that will never heal. 
!e limp that one tries to hide…this 
doesn’t relate to the military humiliation 
of the "rst days, because that has received 
plenty of catharsis through successful 
operations since and the end of the war 
was a resounding military victory emerg-
ing after a disastrous failure. Nor does 
it relate to the intelligence failure which 
actually has some bene"ts such as reduc-
ing hubris, improved advance warning 
and an understanding that saying ‘not a 
chance’ shouldn’t be given a chance. ... So 
maybe we should embrace the memories 
and conclusions of that war. Not the 
early "asco or the end result, but simply 
an acknowledgment that this scar might 
never heal and we should just concentrate 
on insuring it doesn’t re-open.”

It is this scar and the war’s lessons, 
along with the timing of the dramatic 
alleged nuclear revelation declassi"cation, 

precisely when Iran has launched its 
charm o#ensive at the UN to try to lift 
economic sanctions while continuing to 
build a nuclear bomb, that converge to 
illustrate Israel’s never-ending struggle 
on multiple fronts.  
!e Yom Kippur War was responsible 

for the greatest number of Jewish deaths 
since the Holocaust. Being an Israeli for 
32 years, I believe I know this nation. 
Between 1967 and 1973, I believe the 
vast majority of Israelis (not the military 
and political elite) had a genuine feeling 
that the 1967 war was the last war that 
would need to be fought, that Israel’s 
survival, something which all Israelis 
were not certain of prior to 1967, was 
now ensured and would no longer need 
to be proven in war. It was a gigantic 
and collective sigh of relief and letting 
down of one’s guard. !at view was 
shattered in 1973. In many ways the Yom 
Kippur War proved that Israel could 
not be defeated militarily; the Arabs 
had us bloodied and on the ropes, yet 
we prevailed decisively. Tired of bearing 
the brunt of the burden of the "ght, 
Egypt turned to diplomacy, leading to 
the Camp David agreements. But our 
enemies are determined and have turned 
to less conventional ways to ful"ll their 
vision of a Middle East without Israel. 
Syria turned to chemical weapons and 
missile development, the Palestinians 
increased terrorism and Iraq and Iran 
began their nuclear development. !e 
Iranian nuclear threat and the alleged 
Israeli nuclear program will be the sub-
ject of my next column. I raised this issue 
here due to their implications on Israel’s 
Yom Kippur scar.

In the Agranat protocols, when asked 
why she didn’t trust her instinct and 
overrule Dayan and then IDF Chief-of-
Sta# David “Dado” Elazar and order a 
mobilization, Meir said she was scared 
of angering America and jeopardizing 
aid. Yossi Klein Halevi writes in the Wall 
Street Journal about this predicament: 
“Meir’s restraint was vindicated by an 
American airlift of military aid during 
the war. Yet her decision not to order a 
strike, along with the army’s failure to 
respond to earlier intelligence warnings 
by drafting reservists, almost resulted 
in Israel’s "rst military defeat. … Like 
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[ADVICE]

Dear Helen, 
I am 54 and recently reconnected with my !rst true love on 
Facebook. We were a couple in high school and would probably 
have gotten married except for my mother’s interference. Insert 
vivid !ghts with her, and bad relationships for me, until I 
!nally met my husband, who reminded me of my !rst love. We 
had 15 good years until he got cancer. I am widowed; I started 
dating, meeting no one satisfactory. "en I re-met and am now 
in love again with my numero uno. We’ve met, embraced and 
a#rmed the connection, but haven’t !gured out what happens 
next. Unbelievably, my mother is still being a B-word about 
him. Is this karma? How can I handle her? 

Can’t Believe My Luck  

Dear Can’t Believe, 
Some things never change, including parents’ beliefs that 
they know what’s best for their kids. But at 54 you’ve long 
since earned the right to decide with whom you are in love. 
And after bad decades and cancer you deserve good ones. 

Re-introduce him to your family. But before the meet-
ing have a "rm sit-down with your mother. Make it plain 
that you’ve had a complicated romantic life at least in 
part because of her interference. Tell her in no uncertain 
terms, “"is is the guy with whom I am going try and make a 
relationship. It may end up in marriage or in $ames, but that’s 
my problem and right to !gure out, not yours.” If she is smart, 
she will keep her mouth shut and watch from the sidelines. 
If he is smart, he will greet her with a big hug and try to 
disarm her with charm.  

Dear Helen,
For a very long time I was the exec to my department head. In 
that role I learned a lot about various co-workers and had to 
listen to my boss dissect their $aws, often in the least $attering 
and least compassionate ways. Now my job has changed. I am 
working with many of these same people as peers, as people I 
now supervise, and in one case, as my new boss. "e old boss 
still tries to corner me in his o#ce with his snarky and mean-
spirited comments. It’s like he needs an audience to validate his 
unkindness. In addition to being mean, he’s long-winded, and 
I don’t want my new boss to think I’m ratting him out to the 
old one. I really like the new guy, in part because he doesn’t talk 
meanly about folks. How can I unplug from the old boss?  

Wanna Hear No Evil 
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A resident of Eugene since 1981, Helen 
is a member of Temple Beth Israel, where 

she studies and speaks on Torah. She 
claims to have black belts in schmoozing, 

problem-solving and chutzpah. She’s a 
writer and an artist (kabbalahglass.com). 

Please email your questions to helen@
yourjewishfairygodmother.com and check 
out the blog at kabbalahglass.com/blog/

54-year-old should tell mom to butt out

Dear Hear No Evil,
When roles change in organizations there is always some re-
calibration required. Mature adults handle this kind of process 
better than people with a middle-school need to be unkind 
to others. You have the unenviable job of educating your old 
boss. Fortunately you have a new boss as an umbrella, should 
you need one. 

Next time Old Boss tries to corner you, stay in a public 
place for the discussion. When he starts on one of his dia-
tribes, say very simply, “My job and my role here have changed. I 
no longer want to hear you talk about people. I’ll talk to them di-
rectly to hear what’s going on. Please don’t ask me to listen again.” 
!en go to New Boss and, without revealing what might 
have been said in the past (especially about him), explain Old 
Boss’s behavioral patterns. Tell him you’re hoping he’ll stop 
now. But if not, you may ask him to intervene because you so 
very much value working for him that you don’t want to give 
any impression that you are not a good team player. It may 
come out syrupy, but if you are doing a good job and don’t 
linger too long at the proverbial water cooler with others, New 
Boss will be able to see you for who you are, not as Old Boss 
treated you. 

Ask Helen
A Nosh of Jewish Wisdom: 
You put gates around your 

vineyard; place doors and locks 
on your mouth.
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ARNOLD COGAN HONORED
Arnold Cogan was recently honored by 
the Oregon Chapter of the American 
Planning Association with its Career 
Achievement Award “for exceptional 
dedication and service to Oregon 
and land use planning from his many 
lifelong friends.”

Arnold was Oregon’s first planning 
coordinator under Governor Tom 
McCall, and later, when the state’s 
landmark land use legislation was 
signed into law, the first director 
of the Oregon Department of Land 
Conservation and Development. 

He and his wife, Elaine, are founding 
principals of Cogan Owens Cogan, LLC. 
He has had a long and distinguished 
professional career in the fields of 
policy planning, public engagement, intergovernmental relations and public policy 
dispute resolution and was accepted into the first class of Fellows of the American 
Institute of Certified Planners.

He is a past president of Congregation Neveh Shalom and the current chair of the 
congregation’s Past Presidents Council. He also chaired the board of the Bureau 
of Jewish Education of the Jewish Federation of Portland. He has been chair of the 
board of Pioneer Courthouse Square, vice chair of the Oregon Environmental Quality 
Commission, chair of the Capitol Planning Commission Design Review Group and a 
member of the board of governors of the Portland City Club. 

[HAPPENINGS]ROSE SCHNITZER MANOR PRESENTS “EXPLORING THE MIDDLE 
EAST” IN NOVEMBER 
Rose Schnitzer Manor presents “Exploring the Middle East,” a series of lectures 
presented by Portland State University faculty, in November. All lectures are open to 
the public and will be 6:45 pm Tuesdays in RSM’s Zidell Hall, 6140 SW Boundary St., 
Portland.

Nov. 5: Everything You Wanted to Know about the Middle East but Were Too Afraid 
to Ask, by Dr. Peter Bechtold. The Middle East and North Africa is a large and diverse 
region from Morocco in the west to the Levant and the Arabian Peninsula and through 
the Gulf. In this slide illustrated lecture, Bechtold will introduce the audience to the 
history and culture of the Middle East. Bechtold is an adjunct professor of political 
science at PSU. Bechtold has appeared on MacNeil Lehrer, PBS, CNN, NPR and 
overseas radio. 

Nov. 12: When Jews Were Ancient: Where Does Jewish History Start? By Dr. Loren 
R. Spielman. Who were the first Jews? Where did they come from and how did they 
define themselves? With references to the most recent archaeological and historical 
research, Spielman will speak about the beginnings of Judaism and the earliest 
known references to the Jewish people. Born and raised in Brooklyn, NY, Spielman 
completed his doctoral work in ancient Jewish history at the Graduate School of the 
Jewish Theological Seminary.  In 2010, he joined the faculty of the Harold Schnitzer 
Family Program in Judaic Studies at PSU as assistant professor of classical Judaism.  

Nov.19: Jews in the Arab World by Elisheva Cohen. This presentation will explore 
the complex history of Jews in the Middle East and North Africa and the impact of 
European colonialism on relations in the region.  Cohen will focus on the Jewish 
communities in Baghdad, Iraq and Marrakech, Morocco, as case studies. Cohen is 
the outreach coordinator for the Middle East Studies Center at PSU.

Nov. 26: Iran: Land, People, Culture, and Geopolitics, by Dr. Masoud Kheirabadi. 
Located in the heart of the Middle East and the crossroads of civilization, Iran is one 
of the most significant world nations in terms of its culture, economy and geopolitics. 
Kheirabadi will briefly overview Iranian history, geography, peoples, cultures and 
politics and hopes to generate a good discussion concerning current Iranian affairs. 
Kheirabadi is an Iranian-American, and has lived in the United States since 1976. He 
has taught at the University of Oregon, Lewis & Clark, Marylhurst and PSU.  
503-535-4004 or roseschnitzermanor.org

CROWDFUNDING SOUGHT TO COMPLETE JEWISH NOVEL
A novel for middle-grade readers about the life of secret Jews in the 16th century 
reveals a compelling chapter in Jewish history that few understand, introduces a 
formidable female Jewish hero of the period and sheds light on an important slice of 
Sephardi history. It’s all about Jewish identity and how we define it. 

Can’t wait to read it, add it to your curriculum or give it as a gift? You can help bring it 
to fruition.

Crowdfunding, where many individuals each give a small amount to support a project 
they want or see the need for, is the way the final touches on this historical novel 
will be completed. Celebrate Jewish Book Month by supporting a project by local 
Jewish author Bonni Goldberg. Check it out through Nov. 19 at igg.me/p/470449 
(indiegogo.com).

NEVEH SHALOM HOSTS THANKS FOR GIVING  
BLOOD DRIVE AND MORE! 
In celebration of the rare convergence of Hanukkah and Thanksgiving, Congregation 
Neveh Shalom is expanding its semi-annual blood drive to include a variety of easy 
opportunities to give in many ways.

The blood drive will be at the synagogue (2900 SW Peaceful Lane, Portland) 
on Nov. 17, 9 am to 2 pm. “Continuing to 2 pm allows people who work at 
other synagogues to come over and donate blood after Sunday School,” says 
Sallie Cohen, who is organizing the event with fellow Neveh Shalom member 
Linda Osherow. To reserve a time slot to donate blood, visit mysignup.com/
blooddrive2013.

During the blood drive/giving event, the following agencies that serve basic and 
life-saving needs in the community will have information/donation tables:

• Red Cross will provide information and accept 
blood donations (reservations suggested). 

• Sunshine Pantry will accept nonperishable food for Thanksgiving; new, 
unwrapped Hanukkah/Christmas toys; and monetary donations to purchase 
supplemental Thanksgiving food. Collection barrels will be in the upstairs and 
downstairs hallways at Neveh Shalom from Nov. 10-24, as well as during the 
blood drive.

• Be the Match will bring info and accept bone marrow and umbilical cord 
blood donor registrations.

• Donate Life NW will bring info and accept organ donor registration.

• Congregation Neveh Shalom will bring a sign-up sheet for members to 
make/serve meals at a local family shelter.

Refreshments for everyone.

“New donors are especially encouraged to come,” says Cohen. “We welcome you to 
come and visit alone, with friends, or with your family and see how you would like to 
give someone the chance to say, “’L’Chaim’ (to life)!”

NEW SUPPORT GROUP FOR FAMILIES CARING FOR ELDERS BEGINS NOV. 11

Cedar Sinai Park, in collaboration with Jewish Family & Child Service and Sinai Family 
Home Services, this month launches its new family support group: “It Takes a Village: 
Supporting Families Caring for Elders.”

“Caring for a family member – whether in your home, their home or in another care 
setting – can be very stressful,” says JFCS Senior Outreach Clinician David Molko. 
“Even if you do not provide hands-on care, you may struggle with a lack of privacy, 
sleep deprivation, feelings of anger, guilt or depression, or an overwhelming sense of 
responsibility for the well-being of your loved one. We are here to tell you that you are 
not alone.”

“It Takes a Village” will meet at 7 pm the second Monday of each month at Rose 
Schnitzer Manor, 6140 SW Boundary St., Portland. The group will be facilitated by 
Molko and Sarah Wheeler, social services director at CSP’s Robison Jewish Health 
Center. Participants will have the opportunity to share their concerns, explore 
solutions to problems and suggest topics for future meetings.

To join the group, contact Deborah Elliott at 503-535-4004 or deborah.elliott@
cedarsinaipark.org.
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[HAPPENINGS/FACES]

REJEWVENATION – What can be better than spending 
the evening in your jammies? ReJewvenation 

participants, holding the signature hot pink rose, had 
dinner and evening programming relaxing in their 

jammies. The ninth year of ReJewvenation women’s 
retreat drew 89 women to B’nai B’rith Camp on the 

Oregon coast the weekend of Oct. 4-6.

HUMANISTIC JEWISH CELEBRATION – Humanistic, cultural and secular Jews from around the West gathered in Portland on Labor Day 
weekend for the fifth annual J-West Conference hosted by Portland’s only Humanistic Jewish congregation, Kol Shalom Community for 
Humanistic Judaism. Keynote speaker Marc Blattner opens the J-West Conference hosted by Kol Shalom. Kol Shalom members, J-West 
Conference attendees and friends celebrate at Kol Shalom’s 20th anniversary party Aug. 31 at the University Place Hotel. Dancers kick up 
their heels to klezmer music by Jack Falk Andrew Ehrlich and Courtney von Drehle. Folk dancing was led by Davida Jordan (dancer in the 
dark blouse in foreground of photo). Kol Shalom’s Music Makers perform at the congregation’s 20th anniversary celebration. 

JEWISH BOY SCOUT GROUP LAUNCHED – Cub Scout 
Pack 739 – a Jewish Boy Scout group – is gearing 
up for a year of adventure, exploration, fun and 

friendships. The pack, currently for boys in 
grades 1-5, held its first meetings in October 
and invites all interested to join in. Pictured 

at a recent gathering at the Portland Kollel 
are, from left, Garry Weiner, Joseph Weiner, 

Ira Smith (crouching), Daniel Kornblit, Cub 
Master Eric Kornblit and Rabbi Dov Chastain, 

an Eagle Scout and Pack Committee chairman. 
Jason MacPherson, CEO of the Cascade Pacific 

Council of the Boy Scouts of America, said the 
council was impressed with the enthusiasm of the 

group. eric.kornblit@gmail.com or dov.chastain@
gmail.com, or 503-927-3863 
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HELPING ISRAEL – Peryl Gottesman’s family said she “never met a 
Jewish charity she didn’t support.” And so, on the occasion of the 
unveiling of her gravestone on Oct. 13, her nephews and niece (from 
left, Les Gottesman of San Francisco, Millard Lesch of Seattle, and 
Ellen Teicher of Portland) and their families announced the donation 
of a high-tech ambulance to Magen David Adom, the Israeli affiliate 
of the International Red Cross, in memory of Peryl, her sister and 
brother-in-law Sylvia and Herman Gold, and her parents Herman and 
Annie Gottesman. The ambulance is expected to be “in service” in 
Israel by mid-January. 
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BUILDING JUDAISM – Portland-based 
Tivnu: Building Justice integrates hands-

on construction of affordable housing, 
advocacy and the study of housing and 
related social justice issues. Above left, 

Tivnu celebrates Sukkot Sept. 22 by teaming 
up with Oregon Jewish Museum, Habitat 

for Humanity and Rainbed to build garden 
beds that collect and store water. Above 

right, J-Build participants stand in front of 
a Habitat for Humanity home they helped 

build this summer. In 2014, Tivnu will launch 
its cornerstone program, the Tivnu Gap 

Year – the first Jewish gap year program in 
the United States. Tivnu also organizes one-

day programs with local groups, including 
the Oregon Jewish Museum, the Jewish 

Federation of Greater Portland and BBYO.

J STREET GOES TO WASHINGTON – Sixteen J Street 
members from Portland joined more than 3,900 activists 
at the J Street National Conference in Washington, D.C., 
Sept. 28-Oct. 1. From left, nine Oregonians meet with Sen. 
Jeff Merkley (D-OR): Anne McLaughlin, Joel Glick, Arthur 
Bousel, Eric Flamm, Maiya Zwerling, Merkley, Elinor Gollay, 
Yehuda Winter, Spenser Trumm and Emily Polanshenk. J 
Street self-identifies as the political home for pro-Israel, 
pro-peace Americans fighting for the future of Israel as the 
democratic homeland of the Jewish people. As part of the 
conference, the Portlanders helped lobby Oregon senators 
and representatives on legislation tied to supporting 
Secretary of State John Kerry’s recent initiatives at 
restarting negotiations between Israelis and Palestinians.

REFORM VISITOR – Mark Pelavin, senior 
advisor to the president of the Union for 
Reform Judaism, joins Beth Israel’s clergy 
team (L-R: Rabbi Rachel Joseph, Pelavin, 
Rabbi Michael Z. Cahana and Cantor Ida 
Rae Cahana) as guest speaker at Kabbalat 
Shabbat services Sept. 27. A respected 
teacher and a leading spokesperson for 
the Reform Movement, Mark plays a key 
role in developing and refining the URJ’s 
priorities and structures as the Union moves 
into a new era. During his visit, Pelavin met 
with Reform leaders and congregations in 
Portland and Vancouver, WA.

MITZVAH BIKE – Rabbi 
Chaim Wilhelm took to 

the streets with Chabad 
of Oregon’s new Mitzvah 
Bike during Sukkot. With 
funds raised Indiegogo.

com, Chabad brought 
the new portable sukkah 

to Portland to “to teach 
Jew and non-Jew alike 

about the message of the 
Sukkot holiday and the 

eternal call to grow in our 
acts of social goodness,” 

says Wilhelm.

NCSY’S SHABBAT TOP CHEFS –On Oct 11, Junior and Senior NCSY 
came together for an intense day of cooking. Eight teams made up of 
40 teens prepared a full Shabbat menu in the Ahavath Achim kitchen. 
The food was transported to the Mittleman Jewish Community Center 
where nearly 140 people gathered for Shabbat dinner. Winners were, 
from left, Emilia Wolf (Lake Oswego High), Sammy Schnitzer (Wilson 
High), Esther Tsvaygenbaum (advisor, Stern College), Danielle Zussman 
(Lincoln High) and Zack Sherman (Riverdale High).This past summer, 
all members of the winning team went on The Jerusalem Journey, 
where Jewish teens tour Israel at an extremely subsidized price. The 
four reconnected with their TJJ bus advisor to win Top Chef honors. 
meira@ncsy.org  
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[HAPPENINGS/NOVEMBER CALENDAR]

Now through Jan. 26
OJM Exhibits: Bat Mitzvah Comes of 
Age & Meditations on Equilibrium: 
Works in Glass and Paper by Alex Hirsch 
in the Menashe Gallery.

Now through Nov. 26
One Book, One Community. Portland 
Jewish Book Month (See page 18)

Nov. 1
Shabbat dinner (6 pm) honoring Rabbi 
Joshua and Goldie Stampfer. Several 
events Nov. 1-3. Congregation Neveh 
Shalom, 2900 SW Peaceful Lane. 
nevehshalom.org 

Nov. 3
WRJ/Beth Israel Sisterhood Hanukkah 
Fair, 9 am-1 pm. 1972 NW Flanders. 
bethisrael-pdx.org

Avi Haviv concert supports Take Root. 
Hosted wine hour at 5:30 pm with 
tours of Kol Ami and a show of artistic 
and literary works by former missing 
children. Concert at 6:30 pm. Kol Ami, 
7800 NE 119th St. Vancouver. $36. 
takeroot.org/ or 800-ROOT-ORG 

Celebration of Art 2013. 10:30 
am- 4:30 pm, at MJCC ballroom, 
northwestjewishartists.org

OJM & OHRC Author Talk: What Made 
Sammy Run? An evening with Sam 
Silberberg & Carolyn Buan. 7-8:30 pm 
at the OJM. Suggested Donation: $5. 
RSVP: 503-226-3600

Nov. 7

PBS commemorates 75th anniversary 
of Kristallnacht with “REFUGE: Stories 
of the Selfhelp Home,” a documentary 
of the final generation of Holocaust 
survivors. 8 pm on OPB-Plus (Comcast 
channel 310).

Nov. 10
Israeli Folk Dance. Geared toward 
experienced dancers. 1-2:30 pm. MJCC. 
Members free, $6 guest fee. Space 
limited.

OJM Tallitot Workshop for Young Adults. 
1- 3:30 pm at the OJM. Taught by local 
fiber artist Diane Fredgant. $15 per 
family, OJM Members: $10 per family. 
RSVP: 503-226-3600 

Gotta Move! 7 pm (5 pm doors open 
for dinner) at Ivories Jazz Lounge 
& Restaurant, 1435 NW Flanders, 
Portland. Seth Hampton is an award 
winning, critically acclaimed performer 
with more than 25 years professional 
experience as a featured soloist in 
Broadway touring companies, concerts 
and repertory theater. He grew up in 
Portland and attended Jefferson High’s 
performing arts program. Tickets: 503- 
241-6514 or Ivories-Jazz.com

Nov. 11
It Takes a Village: Supporting Families 
Caring for Elders. (See story page 67)

Nov. 12
When Jews Were Ancient: Where Does 
Jewish History Start? (See page 67)

Jewish Voices: Annual Poetry Reading 
by local Jewish authors and poets. 7:30 
to 9 pm at OJM. $8; OJM Members: $5. 
RSVP: 503-226-3600

MJCC Vacation Camp. 

Nov. 14

Shalom Chapter of Hadassah & 
Congregation Kol Ami Children’s Book 
Fair in honor of Jewish Book Month and 
Hanukkah 3-7 pm, Nov. 14 and 9:30 
am-2 pm, Nov. 17. 7800 NE 119th 
St, Vancouver, WA. 360-936-8154, 
barbjg@comcast.net, 360-882-0502, 
mlgans@comcast.net

Reading by Alan Shapiro. 6:30 pm at 
Psy 105 Auditorium, Reed College, 
3203 SE Woodstock Blvd. Portland. 
Sponsored by the Reed College English 
Department.

Nov. 15
An Evening With Jason Alexander. (See 
page 57)

OJM is the Oregon Jewish Museum, 1953 NW 
Kearney, Portland. 503-226-3600

MJCC is the Mittleman Jewish Community 
Center, 6651 SW Capitol Hwy., Portland. 503-
244-0111

Nov. 16

Beth Israel Barn Dance.4:30-7:30 pm. 
503-222-1069 or bethisrael-pdx.org 

Nov. 17

PJA Open House. 1-3 pm at Portland 
Jewish Academy, 6651 SW Capitol Hwy, 
Portland. 503-244-0126
Thanks for Giving Blood Drive & More 
(see page 67)

Hadassah Annual Hanukkah Gift 
Fair. 9 am-4 pm at MJCC. info@
portlandhadassah.org

Holiday Bazaar + Book Fair. 10 am - 4 
pm at Congregation Kol Ami, 7800 NE 
119th St,Vancouver, WA, 98662. 360-
281-9372 or sue@edtcorp.com

Shir Tikvah Hanukkah Pop-up Store. 10 
am.-noon, Tucker MAxon Oral School, 
2860 SE Holgate Blvd. 503-473-8227 
or education @shirtikvahpdx.org

Nov. 18
Jews in the Arab World by Elisheva 
Cohen. (See page 67)

Nov. 21

Jewish Federation Women’s 
Philanthropy IMPACT Event. 5:30 pm 
at MJCC. Featuring Iris Krasnow, author 
of Secret Lives of Wives. $36 before 
Nov. 12, $45 after. $54 Patron tickets. 
jewishportland.org/impact. 503-892-
3015 or priscilla@jewishportland.org

Nov. 24
JFCS & You – Assembly and Delivery of 
Thanksgiving Food Boxes and Mitzvah 
Menorah Adopt-A-Family donations. 
(Se page 30)

Nov. 26
Iran: Land, People, Culture and 
Geopolitics, by Dr. Masoud Kheirabadi. 
(See page 67)

Nov. 29

Beth Israel’s Hanukkah Celebration. 
6-8:30 pm. Dinner in Blumauer 
Auditorium. Kabbalat Shabbat/
Hanukkah Service in Goodman Hall. 
Live music and dessert to follow. 503-
222-1069 or bethisrael-pdx.org 

Oregon Jewish Community Foundation 
Grant Deadlines. Applications at ojcf.
org/receive/receive-a-grant/ 

Nov. 30
Shaarie Torah Hanukkah Party. 
5:30-8 pm at Shaarie Torah, 920 
NW 25th Ave., Portland. education@
shaarietorah.org or 503-226-6131

Dec. 1
Havurah Shalom Hanukkah 
Celebration. 4-6 pm. Free. RSVP by 
Nov. 20: rsvp@havurahshalom.org

Staged reading of Chapter One of “A 
Pigeon and a Boy.” Nov. 3-5  
(See page 19)

Unlikely WWII Liberators: Japanese 
American Soldiers. 3 pm at Temple Beth 
Israel, 1175 East 29th Ave., Eugene. 
info@tbieugene.org or 541-485-7218

Nov. 4
J-Street Vice President of 
Communications Alan Elsner speaks 
on current events in Israel. Havurah 
Shalom, 825 NW 18th Ave, 7-9 pm. Eric 
Flamm: 503-927-3305

OJM Reading & Book Signing: The 
Artisan Jewish Deli at Home by Nick 
Zukin and Michael C. Zusman of Kenny 
and Zuke’s Delicatessen.  
6:30-8 pm at the OJM. Free.

Nov. 5
Everything You Wanted to Know about 
the Middle East but Were Too Afraid to 
Ask. (See page 67)

Nov. 6
Screening of “A Place at the Table” 
sponsored by the JFGP Community 
Relations Committee. 7- 9 pm at 
Bagdad Theatre, 3702 SE Hawthorne 
Blvd, Portland. 503-245-6496 or bob@
jewishportland.org

FAMILY BARN DANCE

for the
beth israel

Saturday, November 16
4:30pm -‐ 7:30pm





you are not alone. call us today. 1.800.272.3900


